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CHAPTER ONE - STUDY BACKGROUND 

Introduction 

"Leaniing is a treasure that will follow its owner everywhere." 
Chinese Proverb 

Leaming can take many different forms and c m  mean many different things to different 
individuals. According to Vaill(1996), learning "is a way of being in the world." He describes 
seven qualities of leaniing that integrate to form a way of being which inchdes al1 aspects of 
individual's life. These include: self-directed Ieaming, creative learning, expressive learning, 
feeling Iearning, on-line leaming, continual leafRiLlg, and reflexïve leaming. Each of these 
modes of learning can be part of the institutional format, but more importantly, are part of our 
everyday experiences. These kinds of leaming allow us to challenge the changes and turmoil of 
our times, and are unique to each of us based on values, beliefs, experiences and intelligence. 

This study explores the meaning of leaming for rnid-career nurses. It began in the spring of 1997 
when I, a mid-career registered nurse, began to investigate the opportunity of returning to 
academia to obtain a master's degree. As part of my deliberations, I discussed the question of 
leaming and education with other nurses. Some were genuinely supportive of my interest in 
furthet education. Others thought the whole idea of continuing education and leaming was for 
others and not themselves. 1 began to wonder what other nurses believed about Ieaming. This 
stimulated the question for inquj. that is the focus for this study. 

Some mid-careers nurses did not appear to be interested in learning, either in the form of 
advanced credentials for their career or as a means of self-improvement. In our brkf discussions 
about education or Ieaming, some nurses made statements such as ' lou won't need that 
[degree]," 'iou are too old," is gone," ". . . exhausted". These cornrnents i s J t  -.. i. 

be!ieve that there might be many factors which influence the nurse's concept of leaming: for . . 
examp le, fear and uncertainty about learning, age of the nurse, disillcsi: I= -- i: 7 --- - 

responsibilities such as work and family life. Some nurses also expressed a more positive side 
with statements such as "that's great," "congratulations." My general perception was that for 
some nurses learning could be exciting; for others less so. This presented an opportunity for - .- - inquiry and engagement and for a deeper understanding about what r z k o  :-. n:..:.-, ---; ....... - -.. . 
for 'experienced nurses.' 

Question for Inquiry 

The central research question asks 'What makes learning meaningfbl to mid-career nurses?" 
Other related questions explored in this study include: Are mid-career nurses committed to 
leaming? What leaming activities do these nurses undertake? What does the concept of learning 
- - - - -  A -  - - - a  . . b . -Lk :  :., .: ::---arxr nurses? Does education mean the same thing as leaming? Does the 
organization support the learning that nurses find meaningEif" 



Impact or Significance 

"Leaming gives tomorrow new meaning." 
(Wissman) 

Leaming unfolds over a person's iifetime. Kouzes and Posner (1995, p. 335) write that learning - 
including knowing how to and realizing the importance of - is the sine qira non for both 
professional and organizational vitality. In the nursing profession, especially for the mid-weer 
nurse, this may well be the factor that is most critical: criticai for her sense of accomplishment, 
for her sense of overall well being and for maintenance of her professional status. (Female 
gender is used here to represent the majority of nurses and is not meant to ignore the male 
gender.) Prasad (1991, URL) notes that learning means: 

". . . noticing your present status (conditioning), cladjing your intention, 
udearning and letting go of old models and ideas, being open to what is present, 
manifesting and implementing what you gained as insight during openness, and 
coaching others so that you cm gain more clarity on the leaming process 
yourself" 

The way in which an individual nurse perceives and acts on leaming can potentidly affect 
patients, peers, self, and the organization. Challenges for the nurse might be to determine her 
own beliefs about leaniing, to be reflective and to recognize that leaming pervades al1 aspects of 
her life, personally and professionally. Her beliefs reflect persona1 values that rnay or may not 
be in contradiction to the workplace. Leaming can be very personai, and during her work, the 
nurse may ofien find that ongoing learning is reflected in and is an important part of her 
worklife. In healthcare organizations, nurses generally make up the largest number of individual 
employees, and as Senge notes in The Fifth Discipline, (1990 p. 139) "organizations leam 
through individuals who leam." A nurse who values leaniing takes "personal mastery" 
seriously. By discovering how she learns best, the nurse will benefit herself, her profession, and 
her workplace. 

Although beliefs about leamïng may be one significant factor in the apparent lack of interest in 
learning for some nurses, other factors may also be important. These rnight include the 
conditions in which the nurse works, the stnicturai road to leaniing (Le. monetary considerations, 
availability, etc.), or oppominities that may motivate the nurse to want to continue to leam. This 
study explores these factors and their relationship to the meaning that learning holds for nurses. 

The Context for lnquiry 

The organization 

Langley Memonal Hospital (Lm is a 412-bed hospital situated in the Fraser Valley. The 
hospital hzs 162 acute care beds and 250 extended care beds. Nursing staEincludes full time, 
part time, and casual, as well as students from various colleges in the greater Vancouver area. 



The greatest number of nursing staffwork on the acute medical and surgical units. Many of the 
full time and part time staff have worked in the nursing profession for more than ten years, with 
the majority working more than twenty years. The average age is forty-one to fifty-five, and 
most of the nursing staff are women. Some of the staff have changed to other units over the 
years, but most have rernained within the surgical or medical area in which they began their 
nursing career at LMH. The majority of full and part time staff have o d y  their nursing 
diplornas. 

Recent changes 

The hospital is one of four hospitals that comprise the South Fraser Valley Region (SFVR). 
Dunng the past two to three years, LMH has undergone a rrumber of major organizational 
changes. The biggest change has been the restnicturing of the region to include the four 
hospitals under its umbrella. Education and Development are now part of the regional mandate. 
This change has essentially removed control of education previously held at LMH to an extemal 
source. The shift of control has affected the culture ofeducation within the hospital. 

During the restructuring, the complement of nurses at LMH has been reduced, and several 
nursing units have been amalgamated under one manager to allow for more efficient use of 
funding dollars. Former nurses from one unit have been displaced, moved to a new unit or 
offered upgrading courses that enable them to work in an altemate unit. Responsibilities of 
nursing managers have increased, and interna1 reporting structures have been adjusted. The 
result has been that one manager now has two to three units to supervise. The Administrative 
Director, Acute Care has al1 nurse managers reporting to her as well as several other departments 
that had previously reported to other directors. Portfolios have becorne not ody  larger, but also 
more complex and more diverse. 

The senior leadership team for Langley Memonal Hospital has had a nurnber of changes during 
the last year and a half. Where the senior leaders had been responsible for only direct 
management of departments within acute m e ,  they are now responsible for acute care and the 
community services. More importantly, the workload for nursing leadership has shifted to one 
person. The end result for the senior leadership tearn, which includes the director responsible for 
nursing, has been more regional responsibilities, less reguiar contact with the hospital managers, 
and even less contact with the unit nurses. 

The curent situation 

Langley Memorial Hospital's organizational documents include a mission statement, a values 
statement and a structurai flow chart outiining reporting mechanisms for each of the different 
departments within the hospital. The value and mission statement of Langley Mernoria! -Ir .-pi. , : - * . - T T  in i -3i . j  {Appendix F) identified that continuous learning was valued and supported. At that 
time, and up until regional reorganization, an on-site Educaîion Director rnaintained and planned 
educational events both on-site and off-site for al1 staff. The learning culture for LMH has 



shifted nom one of individual support from a local hospital department to an off-site venue 
where support may be less than ideal and more based on regional concerns. 

With the current restructuring in the region, the LMH Director of Education position has been 
deleted. The Education Clinician and Assistant now report to the Administrative Director Acute 
Care. Staffat the regional level now manage most major education requests, with only limited 
local leaming needs lefi to the discretion of the hospirai's senior team. Co-ordination of on-site 
education is the responsibility of the Education Clhician and the Assistant at the hospital. The 
Education Clinician is responsible for LMH orientation and for providing other in-service 
programs such as htravenous therapy, cornputer skills, and basic cardiac monitoring skills to the 
nursing staff. 

Prior to the regional changes, library maintenance was organized at the local level. The library 
was the responsibility of the hospitalys Education Assistant, and as joumals came into the 
hospital they were made available to the stafF Many nursing joumals and nursing indexes were 
available. Not only was the library part of the education department, but al1 nursing education 
and development needs and requests were also accessed and processed through the Education 
Department. Access, funding, or time off as needed depended on the agreement between the 
hospital, the unit, and the individual nurse. The Education Departrnent staff would review 
requests and provide any assistance that was manageable within the budget. More importantly, 
various workshops were offered on a regular basis for al1 staff. 

The regional Leadership and Leaming Team is new, and start-up has been quite slow. The initial 
strategic plan for this department indicated that for several months rnost of the funding dollars 
for education purposes that were previously assigned to the hospital would be used only for 
regional education purposes, and remaining fbnds used very sparingly at the hospital level. The 
library, including maintenance, is now part of the regional department, as is access to educational 
support and funding. Any education requests must go through the Leadership and Leaming 
Team. 

The current situation has changed and is undergoing continuous change. The nursing stafTmay 
feel that supported learning or education at the hospital level is Iimited and that leaming in 
general is not recognized as an on-going need. Due to the many changes within the Education 
Department, nursing staff may find that accessibility to courses is confùsing or Iimited, 
depending on availability . 

The broader situation in heaith Gare 

Health care within British Columbia is undergoing tremendous change. No longer are hospitals 
the primary units of care for the residents of BC. Nurses are often working under stresshl 
situations. Staffing dollars are being reallocated to provide for more efficiency in a much wider 
heaith service area. Global funding is either being reduced at the hospital or shifted to 
community services. StaPfing levels in previous years seemed to be adequate to manage patient 
care. Patients are now sicker and require more sophisticated interventions. Nurses are becoming 
bumt out trying to cope with the increased workload and complexities of patient care. Workioad 
and complex care have been the main issues that fùelled the nurses' job action and threatened 



strike dunng the fa11 of 1998. This issue is rnentioned here because of the impact on the inquiry 
process for this study. This will be discussed further in the conduct section of the study. 



CHAPTER TWO - LITERATURE REVIEW 

Review of the Organization Documents 

Formal documentation 

The organization is in a state of flux, and the vision and mission documentation are undergoing 
continuous revision. Prier to 2997, the vision statement identifiai that the hospital was 
committed to providing an environment conducive to the developrnent and empowement of 
staff ln 1997, the values document noted again that the hospital was committed to continuous 
leamhg and improvement (Appendix F). The strategic goals and objectives clearly stated that 
one of the Human Resource goals was to promote LMH as a leaniing organization, which 
attracts and retains high calibre staff  and encourages professional development. LMH is now 
part ofthe regionaf structure and the goals and objectives of the region now affect the hospital. 
The mission and values statements continue to note the supported learning component, but even 
these are under revision - particularly in the area of education. The Leadership and Leaniing 
Team at the regional level continues to hire staff and revise plans as they create what they 
believe will be a structure that will support al1 employees of the region, not just those in hospitals 
(Appendix G). Currently the 'ideal' state of the organization is not the 'lived' state of the 
organization. With the continual state of growth and change in the region, which affects the 
hospital, little certainty can be expected in the areas of education and learning for the employees. 

lnfonnal documentation 

The state of health care throughout the province had been in an upheavai, and this had af3ected 
the L M .  nursing staff as it had throughout the region. Threatened and actual job action by the 
unio~zed nurses had been regular occurrences for many months since the spnng of 1998 when 
their contract expired. Local and regional newspapers, as well as updates and memos f?om the 
LMH Senior Team, have kept the staffinformed on the status of the union demands (Annex A). 
The job situation has kept al1 the hospital staffon alert and for the most part a bit uneasy. 
Nursing stewards met with the management staffon a daily bais  for several weeks dunng the 
work to rule campaigns in mid-fall. These meetings were focused on union directives and 
expectations of excluded staffduring nursing job action. There was a lot of confusion on the part 
of the nursing staff during the early stages of the job action. Many of the nurses were unsure as 
to just what duties were expected of them; regularly delivered union memos and occasional study 
sessions were held to help to clariQ many of their concerns. The memos and study sessions 
outlined what nurses were expected to do and what excluded staffwere expected to do. 
Excluded staff performed nursing duties that were not directly related to patient care. This 
included patient transportation, as well as tray delivery, instrument cleaning and bed making. 
While most job action duties were performed without confrontation, nurses continued to make 
theu demands known. 



Review of Supporthg Literature on Leaming 

There is an extensive amount of literature on the nature of leaming for adults, on motivation to 
leam, on theories of leaming, on leaming in education, on leadership and learning, on continuing 
education and learning and refi ection and leaming, but very little on nurses and learning that is 
unrelated to continuing professionai education (Ofosu, 1 996; Hallet, 1 996; Wlodkowski, 1 99 1 ; 
Knowles, 1973; Senge, 1990; Argyris, 1993; Bunning, 1997; Bennis, 1989; Tough, 1979; and 
Mezirow, 1990). 

Meaninml leaniing is often enhanced when there are connections made between past 
knowledge, present leaming and tùture applications. Leaniing for mid-career nurses is no 
exception. Many of the attributes of adult leaniing, the way in which past training and learning 
occurred, and the factors that influence choice in learning and education today are reff ected in 
much of the current literature, 

For adults, choosing to lem or to continue to participate in learning activities is influenced by a 
number of factors. Darkenwald and Memarn (1 982, pp. 13 1-2) cite reasons that range nom 
knowledge seeking to personai fùlfilment. The authors also note that if pushed to give a single 
answer, most adults stated that employment advancement opportmities ranked the highest. 
Ofosu (1996, p. 75) states that continuing education or learning is a necessary component of 
professionai nursing practice. However, it has to be meaningfil and focus on the needs of the 
learners; it has to provide employers' maximum benefit; and it has to be interestirtg so that RNs' 
potential for leaniing is increased. 

In his book, 7he Aduh Leamer: A NeglectedSpecies, Malcolm Knowles (1 973, pp. 45-49) 
describes several assumptions about adult learners. He states that adults: have a psychological 
need to be self-directed; have a huge reservoir of experience and a need to be able to use this life 
experience; have a need to l e m  when ready and have a need to learn (e-g. a problem that needs 
sorting out); and want what they l e m  to be immediately applicable. Buming (p. 64) notes that 
learning is a combination of knowing, doing, and being, and for professional development and 
growth, 'being' is the most critical type of learnïng. Knowles (cited in Ofosu, 1996) dso 
recommends that the nurse/leamer be allowed to participate in diagnosing her educational needs, 
planning her experiences, and developing a suitable learning climate. He also notes that adults 
need to prevent persona1 and professional obsolescence, which is related to their safety needs. 
The mid-career nurse may be at a point where, continuing leaming is a necessity, not an option, 
and where expenence and need cornpel her to maintain a leaming momentum. 

Love11 (1 980) writes that al1 adult learners are unique. He notes that al1 adult learners are very 
much a product of their past life. Are nurses' concepts about learning a product of their past? 
Does past learninghraining play an important part in present leaming for the rnid-career nurse? 
Much of what influences learning is more than just the past. It is a product of values, motivation, 
systems, locus of control and the environment where the leamer interacts. Tough (1979) also 
notes that past expenences can be very intluential in determining an individual7s learning needs 
and wants. Mid-career nurses, for the most part, completed their training in nursing in the late 
1960s to the mid-1970s. At this time, leaming was very much a practicd type of training. 
Nurses learned how to do things that were 'hands-on' and immediately applicable to their current 
situation. 



Tough (1 979, p. 49,  in his research on adult leaming projects, identifies that when adults leam, 
not only does the individual gain new abilities and competence, so does society. Continuing 
leaniing for a mid-career nurse enables her not only to maintain competence, but also to provide 
the general public an assurance that they may be well cared for. Confktence, self-understanding, 
and human growth are potential gains related to achieving higher order ne&. Several rasons 
why adults choose to learn on their own might include being able to: set personal pace, use 
preferred style of Ieanùng, be flexible, and manage environmentai factors such as time and 
money. Other areas of influence include psychological factors, other people, and community and 
societal factors. Kline and Saunders (1993), Senge (1990), Lovell(1980), and Kuczmarski and 
Kuczmarski (1995) agree with rhese findings. While the adult mid-career nurse may choose to 
l e m  on her own because of the above factors, taking on learning projects is also an integral part 
of the adult Iearner. 

BrooMeld (1995 URL) states that self-direction, critical reflection, experience and learning how 
to learn are important components of adult learm-ng. He dso expresses the notion that gender, 
emotional intelligence, sociaily-fonned leaming and qualities of leaniing (ie. what does the 
learner feel about the learning expenence?), may impact the adult leamer. Mid-career nurses are 
pnmarily female and in general have trained in socid groups that are made up of women. Due to 
thek type of leaming/training, nurses may prefer learning in a group setting to that of individual 
learning. Nurses, while trained in social group situations, fiequently use self-direction and 
critical reflection as a part of their current learning. Nursing experience, or on-the job practice, 
is often the primary method by which learning occurs for the mid-career nurse. Leaming, 
therefore, occurs as a result of using reflection, self-direction, and practice. Reflection and self- 
direction for nurses may also be social processes, where nurses working together use a11 of their 
experiences to benefit each of them, and to increase individuai and collective competence and 
learnîng. 

Constructivist learning theory suggests that leaniing outcornes can be varied and unpredictable, 
but that when learners get together and work together, new meaning c m  be created f?om what 
they know and believe (Lambert et al, 1995, pp. 17-1 8). In the constructivist learning paradigrn, 
the individuai assigns meaning to his or her own experiences and understandings. New learning 
activities cause the learner to use personal beliefs and howledge to re-create new meaning from 
the information. Constructivist leamers are social, use reflection and metacognition in 
constructing knowledge, and they are key in assessing their own learning. Mid-careers nurses 
use their previous experiences to create new information that reflects not only what they have 
learned, but also what is usehl in their contextual working environment. Nurses rarely work in 
isolation from one another, and as such will generate new meanings from their collective 
experiences. They use these experiences to provide the care that is important and necessary for 
their patients. 

Recent literature suggests that leaniing involves reflection, especially for the professional. 
Palmer (1997, p. 2) descnbes three areas in which reflection and leaming plays a part: the island 
of ability, the spirit of inquiry, and the window of opportunity. The spirit of inquiry includes 
concepts that are related to life-long leaniing, to reflective practice, and to self-assessment. 
Palmer also notes that inquiry means communication and seeking out support from others in 
discovering new learning oppominities. Hallen (1996, p. 106) describes learning through 
reflection as part of the 'doing' when nurses gain knowledge. Leaming isn't jus  acquiring rote 
knowledge but occurs more by 'reflection in action.' She compareci her work with community 
nurses to that of Schon's work on the reflective practitioner. The refi ective practitioner is a 



'learning on the go7 practitioner - learning to adapt to the pdcular  moment in t h e  where the 
nurse must consider what leaming she has had, how it relates to the moment and possibly what 
learning she c m  take with her to the next situation. 

Lankard (1995, URL) su~marizes three forms of Yeanllng in context": action leaming, situated 
leaniing, and incidental learning. He suggests that each of these forms of leamhg "engage 
leamers in experiential leaniing." Each leamer is an expert in his own right. In the work 
community, learning is collective, enhanced by tearns, communication and collaboration, and is 
shared across the organization. 'Zeaniing in context provides the opportunity for workers to 
cl* their understanding of a situation within the social context and reduces the incidence of 
misinterpretation or faulty learning." He also notes that conditions that enhance le-ng are 
common to al1 three f o m  of "learning in context," namely: proactivity (self-directed), critical 
reflection (make explicit values and beliefs) and creativity (think beyond personal points of 
view). He also goes on to suggest that experiential learning has the potential for professional 
development and self-development of workers. This kind of leaming is important for the nursing 
profession. Nurses working together craft collective, collaborative forms of learning. 
Individually, they expenence the opportunity to reflect on their personal leaming as well as 
creating new leaming challenges that reflect professional, self-development. 

In sumrnary, the characteristics of adult learning, as noted by the various authors, are the same 
for the mid-career nurse. Professional growth and development and reflection are also noted 
among most of the authors, with leamhg playing an integral part. Mid-career nurses as adult 
learners exhibit the fundamental components that are important for adult leaming, namely 
acknowledging expenence, using opportunity, being flexible, tapping into the environment and 
being curious. 

The literature presented as well as general interest in leaniing, especially for the mid-career 
nurse, required a methodology that was both flexible and adaptable to the current situation in 
healthcare. The next chapter describes the action research design that was chosen for this 
exploratory study . 



CHAPTER THREE - CONDUCT OF RESEARCH 

Research Design 

Action research is research that is perfonned to explore the relationship between the researcher's 
theones and that which is actually occurring to people and with people as they live and work. 
The researcher is an active participant, as are the other participants in the research. This action 
research study involved three stages: planning, acting, and reflecting. The planning stage for this 
project included several components: reviewing the Iiterature for relevant information on the 
meaning of leaming, both in general and for the mid-career nurse; developing or accessing data- 
gathering instruments for use in the project; and maintaining an awareness of the climate that 
currently existed in the healthcare sector. The acting stage involved administering the data- 
gathering instruments while at the same time being aware of the working environment. The final 
stage involved reflecting on the process and summarizing the data for evaluation. The study 
generated understandings about the meaning of leaniing for nurses, leading to recommendations 
and actions for implementation at the hospital as well as a foundation for fiirther study. 

In an organization, which is in flux, a research design is needed which can be adaptable dunng 
the process of the study. The approach to my research project is refiected in the following 
diagram, modified fiom Kemmis and McTaggart (1988, p. 14): 

Refl ect on and question attitudes 
to Iearning expresseci 

by mid-career 

- 1  Develop data collection 
tools to learn about nurses 

meanings for learning 

Gather questionnaire data 

Anal yze data, reflect and 
develop M e r  
data-gathering 

strategies 



Kemmis and McTaggart (1988 p. 7) describe action research as "an approach for groups.. . .to 
live with complexity of real experience, while at the same time, striving for concrete 
improvement. It provides . . .a fhmework for recognizing ideals in the reality of work . . . .and a 
procedure for translating evolving ideas into infomed action." As McNiff, Lomax and 
Whitehead (1996, p. 106) note, some purposes of action research are to understand, to liberate 
and to improve social practices. 

The purpose of this research was to begin to understand what nurses believe and can articulate 
about learning, to assis the organization in making better decisions about professional 
development of nurses. As Dick (1997, URL) States, ''in some action research the research 
component mostly takes the form of understanding on the part of those involved. The action is 
prïmary. In distinction, there are some forms of action research where research is the main 
emphasis and the action is almost a finge benefit." An action research approach was chosen for 
this study because the design emerged progressively and was influenced by the events that took 
place during the project, as well as by ongoing analyses of those events. 

For the purposes of this project, 1 chose to base m y  research on the following premises, as stated 
by Jean McNiff (1 996, p. 3 7): 

1 am the central person in my research- 
1 am asking a real question about a real issue. 
I am hoping to move towards a possible solution. 
I am starting f?om where 1 am. 
1 am trying to bring about some improvement (remember - any improvement is still 
improvement, no matter how small). 

Shnger (1996, p. 7) writes that: 

'Despite a profusion of theory, the application of scientific method to human 
events has failed to provide a means for predicting and controlling individual or 
social behaviour. Teachers, health workers, and hurnan seMce practitioners often 
find that the theoretical knowledge of the academic world has limited relevance to 
the exacting demands of their everyday professional lives.. . . Explmations are 
derived fiom the ordinary understandings - folk theories - at work in any cultural 
context and the everyday behaviours and social processes that surround and shape 
people's lives. ..." 

The methodology chosen for this project includes elements of both action research and focussed 
participatory inquiry. An action research approach is collaborative, qualitative, and reflective. 
Participatory inquiry involves searching out the perspectives and meanings given to speci fie 
constructs by individuais and by groups of people, and sharing those meanings among the 
researc her and participant S. 

Rationale for Research Design 

Bond and Hart (1995, p. 43) date that a problem or source of inquiry can emerge fiom 
professional practice or expenence and can be a source for reflection and action research. They 



describe a 'professionalizing' role in action research in nursing, where the researcher's 
involvement may range fiom totally collaborative to a merged role of researcher/participant to 
that as an outside source. The nursdresearcher, in reflecting on the practice of nursing, uses the 
professionalizing role to plan a project that is embedded in the practice/leamùig of nurses. 

Lornax (1990), quoted in McNiff, Lomax, and Whitehead (1996, p. 1 l), states that: 

". . . action research is a way of definhg and implementing relevant professional 
development. It is able to hamess foms of collaboration and participation that 
are part of our professional rhetonc but are rarely effective in practice.. . [it]. . . 
starts small with a single committed person focussing on hidher practice. It gains 
momentum through the involvement of others as collaborators. 1t spreads as 
individuals reflect on the nature of their participation, and the principle of shared 
ownership ofpractice is established. It can result in the formation of a self- 
critical community: extended professionals in the best sense of the term." 

Action research has it origins in the work of psychologist Kurt Lewin where he refined and 
applied his ideas in community experiments (Kernmis, S., McTaggaq R., 1988, p. 6) .  Since 
then, various definitions of action research have evolved, but most have elements which describe 
action and research. Lewin described action research as learning with the special intentions of 
achieving social action whilst concomitantly adding to public howIedge (cited in Zuber-Skenitt 
ed. p. 19). A more recent definition f?om Dick (1 997, URL) states that action research has to 
have both action and research outcomes. It is a cyclic process, with critical reflection a 
component in each cycle. Action research tends to be: 

Cyclic - similar steps tend to recur, in similar sequence. 
Participative - the clients and inforrnants are involved as partners, or at Ieast 
participants, in the research process. 
Qualitative - it deals more often with language than numbers. 
Reflective - critical reflection upon the process and outcomes are important 
parts of each cycle.@ick, 1997, W). 

Schon (cited in Newman 1997) states that surprise is at the heart of any reflective activity: 

"Surprise leads to reflection within an action-present. Reflection is at least in 
some measure conscious, aIthough it need not occur in the medium of words. We 
consider both the unexpected event and the howing-in-action that led up to it, 
asking ourselves, as it were, "What is t h ? "  and, at the same time, "How have 1 
been thinking about it?" Our thought turns back on the surprising phenornenon 
and, at the same time, back on itself." 

Action research needs to be flexible and to be able to respond to the emerging needs of the 
situation. Buming (1995) also notes that action research addresses whole systems issues, that 
the researcher seeks to influence the phenornena being studied during the process itself, and that 
the research design may emerge fiom and be infIuenced by the events that take place dunng the 
project and by the analyses that are made. The cyclic nature, qualitative data and information- 
gathenng, and the reflective component aids in rigour (Dick, 1997 URL). 



Whitehead (cited in Lomax , 1989) notes that action research is a form of inquiq and the 
researcher is a participant in the research and is centrai to the process. Action research allows for 
curiosity, for t e shg  of assumptions and ideas, for thinking about the rneanings of practice, and 
for creating a leaniing process that engenders enthusiasm toward the project and the working 
environment. Action research begins with a concept, which is relevant and meaningful to the 
current situation. The idea grows out of the perceived reality and a desire to effect some sort of 
understanding (Gumey, M., in Lomax, 1989). Although much action research is identified with 
"cgroupworlg" Bond and Hart (1995 pp. 50-53) note that participant self-selection in action 
research has become acceptable. Bond and Hart (1995) also note here that, although planned 
change may be an expected outcorne, tearn building, better communication and looking at issues 
differently are ways of looking at the problems that cm be discussed and managed 

Forward (cited in Lomax, 1989) States that action research contains several charactenstics: it 
seeks irnprovements by intervention, is responsive, is a disciplined inquiry, is participatory, and 
requires validation. In thÏs sense, intervention might be considering what is happening now and 
whether anything c m  be done about it. Responsiveness relates to not only recording but also 
reacting to feedback from the participants in the project. Disciplined inquiry is cyclical and 
involves the use of self-reflection and analysis. Persona1 records or diaries kept throughout the 
project help to ensure that the project elements are noted as accurately as possible, given the real- 
life circurnstances. Personal reflections are a record of our learnings, both about the process of 
the project as it ensues and about the issue that is being studied. Participation is necessary, 
although as Dick (1997, URL) notes this can range &om information provider to cu-researcher. 
Validation confirms the authenticity of the findings and this can be done by triangulation: by 
using a variety of data collection methods to confimi and cross-check sources of information 
against one another. This helps to conoborate or illuminate the research findings. 

Selection of Data-gathering Tools 

Data c m  be gathered by many different means. Using different types of data collection assists 
the researcher in getting support for or clarification of other data generated in other tools. For 
this stud y, questionnaires, focus groups and individual interviews are examined. These tools 
were used to provide a methodology that was adaptable to the action research design. They were 
chosen to help clarify the meaning of leaming that mid-career nurses put into words. The 
following section describes the methods used to collect data. 

Questionnaires/surveys are a type of "interactive met hodology" (Palys, 1 997 p. 144) which relies 
on self-reporting. In general there are three different types of questionnaires: self-administered, 
group-administered, and mail-out. For the purposes of this project, a mail-out (drop-off) 
questionnaire was used. Questionnaires have the advantage of versatility and opportunity to 
cover many different topics. Although this type of questionnaire was used, it can typically have 
the lowest retum rate. The challenge for developing the questionnaire is ensuring that it contains 
appropriate and thoughtfùl questions to provoke an interest in returning the instrument. Other 



than understanding instructions contained in the questionnaire, respondents need to be able to 
understand the language being used - making sure that the worduig of the questions is clear and 
arnbiguities are minimal. Volunteer bias is generally the most trot~blesome for retum rates in 
dropoff questionnaires, if the researcher needs to obtain a representative sample. Once initial 
r e m  have come in, it can be helpfbl to send out rerninders to everyone who has yet to 
complete the questionnaire. This ensures that as many respondents as available will return the 
survey . 

Depending on the purpose of the research, questionnaires can include various types of data that 
are quantifiable such as demographics, yedno responses, or Likert scales that ask the respondent 
to provide the extent to which shehe might agree or disagree with a specific item. 
Questionnaires can also include open-ended questions. Themes can be aggregated and 
quantified. Qualitative data analysis is constnicted to extract surprises, contradictions or 
inconsistencies, as well as to detennine relationships and patterns within the data. 

Focus group intewiews 

Focus groups are special types of groups in terms of purpose, size, composition and procedures. 
Focus groups cm typically Vary in size from few in number to up to 10-12 participants. They 
generaily have some cornmon characteristic that relates to the subject of the research. Smaller 
groups are often easier to recruit, but will have 'less total experiences" than larger groups 
(Krueger, 1994 p. 79). Facilitator(s) cunduct the discussions in a non-judgemental, relaxed 
atmosphere that allows the participants to voice opinions and to hear other points of view 
without the pressure of consensus. The process can be repeated with other groups of similar 
characteristics to get as much information as possible about a particular topic. Idormation is "of 
a qualitative nature obtained from specific number of people in a natural atmosphere" (Kreuger, 
p. 35). 

Merton et al. (cited in Lewis, 1995, URIL) suggests that the focused intewiew with a group of 
people ".. .will yield a more diversified array of responses and afford a more extended basis both 
for designing systematic research on the situation in hand. .. " 

Focus groups can be used at any point in a research program. Stewart and Shamdasani (cited in 
Lewis, 1995, W) have summarised the more cornmon uses of focus groups to include: 

1. obtaining general background information about a topic of interest; 
2. generating research hypotheses that can be submitted to fiirther research and 

testing using more quantitative approaches; 
3. stimulating new ideas and creative concepts; 
4. diagnosing the potential for problems with a new program, service or product; 
5.  generating impressions of products, programs, services, institutions, or other 

objects of interest; 
6.  leaniing how respondents talk about the phenornenon of interest which may 

facilitate quantitative research tools; 
7. interpreting previously obtained qualitative results . 



There are several benefits in using focus groups. Firstly, a focus group meeting is essentially a 
socially oriented event where people are influenced by the comrnents of  others. A dynarnic is 
often created that is not possible in other forms of data collection. Secondly, the moderator can 
use probing questions, which allows flexibility. Thirdly, there is high face vaiidity and results 
can be documented with quotes nom the participants. Fourthly, the cost c m  be minimal. 
Finally, results can be surnmarized quite quickly. 

One of the disadvantages of focus groups is the difficulty in assembling the group - whether 
because of time, interest, or cornmitment. The easiest group to use is one that is already in 
existence. If the group does not already exist, participants need to be invited to attend the group 
meeting. Several points need to considered here: the invitations need to be personal; the time for 
the meeting needs to be convenient; phone cal1 reminders for participants need to be made two 
weeks, one week and the day before; and incentives need to be unique enough to encourage the 
participants to attend. Each of these points builds a case of importance for attendance by the 
participant. 

I ndividual interviews 

The face-to-face intemiew is simply just that - an interview that takes place between the 
researcher and the respondent. Merriam (1988, p. 73) states that we interview people '?O find 
out fiom them those things we cannot observe directly . . . how they have organized the world and 
the meanings they attach to what goes on in the world. The purpose of in te~ewing ,  then, is to 
allow us to enter into the other person's perspective." I n t e ~ e w s  can be highly structured, serni- 
stnictured, or unstnictured. A semi-stnictured interview was selected for this study. In 
qualitative research, purposive sampling is used, that is, a sample based on established criteria, 
that will yield information based on their special experience. 

In face-to-face i n t e ~ e w s  the researcher is the primary instrument of data collection and 
analysis, and as such must possess certain characteristics. She must be tolerant of ambiguity, be 
a good communicator, and be sensitive to the context in which the interview takes place 
(Memam, 1988 p. 52). Severai issues should be addressed pnor to the interview: motives and 
intentions of the i n t e ~ e w e r ,  protection of the respondent, and logistics. 

An open-ended methodology using questionnaires, interviews, and focus groups fonned the data 
gathering process. This is in keeping with the onginal intent of the study. The questionnaire is 
contained in the appendix (Appendix A). Three questions compnsed the focus group fkarnework. 
They were developed fiom analyzing the questionnaire responses. The i n t e ~ e w  questions were 
broadly based on information gathered during the literature review and fiom the analysis of the 
questionnaires. 



Study Conduct 

Process ovewiew 

This section describes how the shidy progressed and was modified in response to the conditions 
encountered during the action research process. The generd format follows the events of the last 
several months, and includes explanations for those options not used and for some of the 
limitations encountered dong the way. The journey actuaily begins in the late summer of 1998 
at Royal Roads University. 

The following chart illustrates the interaction between the research process and the 
organizational factors that influenced and in some cases limited the study. 

Research activities 
In late September brainstormed a 45 item 
questionnaire for review by 6 managers 
(Tough's survey was not suitable). Mulled 
over the use of Appreciative Inquiry for 
i n t e ~ e w s -  
Selected 1 1 questions h m  the original 45 
questions. 
Piloted questions with 4 nurses in early 
October. 

Modified questionnaire based on feedback. 
Some rninor wordsmithing (October 213. 
Planned to deliver surveys to the nursing 
staff in the hospital by the end of October . 

November 12&, delivered 279 surveys to 
nursing units. 

Considered i n t e ~ e w  questions and 
selection process for interviewees. 

1" week in December, sent out generai 
email invitation to join focus group or 
interview. 

Four nurse managers and two others 
reviewed the questions. They had lots of 
queries and suggestions for inclusion of 
some questions and exclusion of others. 

Reviewers returned questionnaire with 
good feedback. Provided broad support that 
the questionnaire would generate data for 
the study on l e d n g .  
Nursing unicn threatened job action. 

October 24Lh, the nursing union issued a 
strike notice. Excluded staff (myself 
included) required to do non-nursing 
duties. 
October 27&, my father suffered a heart 
attack and died on October 3 0 ~  (extremely 
distressing). 
Hospitals remaineci on alert as job action 
continued on and off. Non-contract staff 
continued to do non-nursing duties as 
discussions took place at the bargaining 
table. 
November 22nd, job action still a concern. 
Surveys came in very slowly during this 
time- 
Worked overtime at hospitai with non- 
nursing duties, no response to email, al1 
nurses worked to nile. 



-- 

Research activities 
Asked three nurses to be interviewed 
(reduced fiom five interviews onginail y 
planned). Decided to not use Appreciative 
Inqujr as required toci much time on 
interviewees' part. Two initial questions 
based on questionnaire. 

Developed three focus group questions 
based on responses to questionnaire. 
Requested an invitation to the Nursing 
Council to use their group for focus group 
work, agreed to have in lanuary. 
Sent out 2 fùrther email invitations in mid- 
December for invitation to focus group 
session 
Held focus group January la", with three 
nurses at home of one of them. Excellent 
discussion took place. 
Talked to chair of Nursing Council re: 
focus group in February meeting; agreed 
and arrangeci. 
Analysis of data began. 

I n t e ~ e w s  took place in the participant's 
offices. 

Christmas time neared, five nurses 
expressed interest in focus group. Job 
action put on hold as mediator worked out 
dr& contract for nurses. Still a very 
uncertain time. Nurses feIt 'being çold out' 
Lots of anxiety. 

January Nursing council meeting cancelled 
at the December meeting, 

Some interest expressed. 

Nursing union agreed to accept contract as 
worked out by mediator (January 26&) 
Focus group held in second week in 
February went very well. 

Al1 nurses were back at regular job duties 
bv the end of Januarv. 

-- 

Preparation of the questionnaire 

My data-gathering took included a questionnaire. Allan Tough (1979) had done some extensive 
work on learning and adults. The literature bibliographies had noted that his questionnaire has 
been used by a number of researchers with several groups of nurses. I wntacted him and he 
kindly agreed that 1 could use his survey in rny project. He sent me a copy of the survey dong 
with an extensive bibliography on others that had used his instrument (Appendix E). I reviewed 
the document and it did not meet my needs, as 1 wanted a survey that explored the meaning of 
leaming for nurses, whereas Tough's instrument looked at what projects adults were pursuing 
and how often. Tough's instrument asked such questions as 'how many hours do you engage in 
leaming?' whereas I wanted questions such as 'what value does ieaming hold for you?' The 
questionnaire was developed to ascertain the worth of leaming by mid-careers nursed as opposed 
to the actuai time a nurse might spend on a leamhg event. 



Field testing of the questionnaire 

As Tough7s survey did not meet my needs, part of my planning was to develop a survey that 
would capture the rneaning that leamïng held for mid-career nurses. In late September, I 
brainstormed a list of forîy-five questions related to leaming and nurses, and asked six of my 
colleagues and my project supervisor to review the questions and provide input. 1 received 
excellent feedback and nom there produced an eleven-item questionnaire. The questionnaire 
was piloted with four nurses: two general duty nurses, one clinician and one manager. 1 asked 
them to rate the questions on a five point rating scaie as to whether the items would help to 
answer the broad question 'what makes leaming meaningful for mid-career nurses. ' The rating 
scale ranged from 'not at dl' to 'completely.' 1 also asked the nurses to complete the 
questionnaire, so that 1 could gain some understanding of anticipated responses. Did the 
questions rnake sense and was the language appropriate? The pilot included a question on the 
different meanings of leaming and education as well as two questions related to the organization 
as it related support for nurses' Ieaming. 

There was general agreement that the questions would help to answer the broader question, but 
not complete support for the questionnaire design. The questions related to the region received 
only a moderate to minimal rating. As I felt that the rneaning of leaniing for the mid-career 
nurses rnight be impacted by the organization, 1 elected to keep these questions in the final 
version (Appendix A). 

The pilot questionnaire was edited and the question asking about the relationship between and 
the meaning of 'education' versus 'leaming' was deleted. The question on the meaning of 
leaniing for nurses was retained. 1 decided to survey the rest of the nurses during the last two 
weeks of October without piloting the next draft. 1 opted to do this on the basis of the general 
support for the first pilot and on the basis of the state of the healthcare sector in general. Four 
general demographic questions completed the questionnaire. This was to provide a profile of the 
nurses based on age, years of employment, gender, and highest level of nursing education 
obtained. 

Threat of job action 

The healthcare industry was in a state of waiting. The nurses had been without a contract since 
the beginning of April and there had been talk of job action. What this action woufd look Like 
was unclear - minimal action or a fuil-blown strike. Preparations were being made at the local 
level for essential seMces if in fact the nurses did go on stnke. My s u p e ~ s o r  and 1 worked on 
the major components of my project despite the unsettled work situation. 



Communication with the participants 

The planning stage also included developing the letter that wodd accompany the questionnaire. 
The letter assured anonymity, voluntary participation, and confidentiality. The letter also 
included the name of my hospital sponsor, and participants were encouraged to contact either 
him or myself should they have any concems or questions. The intent was to survey al1 nurses in 
the hospital. Participants were not identified by the areas that they worked in, nor was their work 
status (full-time, part-time or casual) noted. Included in the letter was an invitation to participate 
in a focus group or one-on-one interview (Appendix B). Participation in the focus group and 
interviews was on a voluntary basis, although the i n t e ~ e w  participants would need to meet 
certain criteria. I chose to ask for volunteers for the focus groups rather than seek out a 
representative sample. Again I was not limiting the choice of those who were interested in 
participation, as any nurse in the hospital would be able to provide information on the questions. 

Job action 

The healthcare industry continued to be fkont-page news, and nurses were beginning to be more 
vocal in their concerns and demands related to workload and safety for the patient. On October 
24&, the nursing union put the hospitals on 72-hour strike notice (Annex A). The f i s t  job action 
was a complete shut d o m  of non-nursing duties, which the non-contract staffwould have to 
perform. The nursing union prepared a list of non-nursing duties, which was sent to al1 of the 
nurses. This included meal tray delivery and cleanup, among other things. Many of the nurses 
were unclear what was considered non-nursing. As a non-contract management staff member, I 
worked extra shifis including overtime and night shift, to limit patient inconvenience and 
maintain safe patient a r e .  1 was also the on-cal1 administrator for three of the weeks during this 
time (an unusual occurrence), which impacted steady progress of the project. 

Questionnaire distribution 

Questionnaire distribution was put on hold while the excluded staffperformed extra duties. On 
October 2 9  my father suffered a heart attack and on October 30* he passed away. Job action 
and family concems intempted data collection for three weeks. Job action continued off and on 
for the next several weeks. In the second week in November, I dropped off the questionnaires to 
the various units in the hospital. The general hospital includes the paediatric unit, several 
medicaYsurgica1 units and three extended care facilities. Two hundred and seventy-nine surveys, 
which included the letters of explmation and self-addressed envelopes, were distributed. The 
participants were directed to return the completed questionnaires to my mailbox or to my office. 
I sent a hospital email to the RNs encouraging them to cornpiete the surveys by November 20? 

Retums were slow in coming in and a fiuther two emails were sent. At the end of two weeks, 1 
had received a total of fifty-one returns. One of the nurse managers f?om the extended care 
comrnented to me that Y t W  you probably didn't get a very good response ffom ECC because 



the nurses probably thought that your survey was a non-nursing duty." Job action appeared to be 
an important point in the poor retums despite the email assuring that the questionnaire was 
related to my project and not to the job action. 

Focus group planning 

The original plan included three focus groups of 4-6 participants and five individual i n t e ~ e w s .  
The focus groups were to include one pre-formed group and two other groups that would be 
made up of those who responded to the email invitation Focus group questions were developed 
using some preliminary analysis of the data gathered f?om the questionnaire. They were as 
follows: 

1. Many of the nurses said that motivation to learn was infiuenced by their peers. In what 
ways can nurses collaborate with each other and share learning. 

2. Many of the nurses said that on-going leaming keeps their brain '72" while others stated 
that learning was career-related. How do you see the relationship between learning and 
your career as a nurse? 

3. A majority of the respondents said that opportunities within SFVHR were Iimited or 
poor. How can the region demonstrate their cornmitment to promoting and cornmitment 
to professional leaming? 

In early December, 1 sent out a general email invitation to al1 hospital nurses to participate in one 
of two focus groups. 1 also attended the Nursing Council with a request to use their group as one 
of my focus groups. The next meeting would be held in January and the group agreed that 1 
could attend for an hour and a half of their time. The next day 1 was informed that the meeting 
would not be held in January but in February. 1 received only Iimited interest fiom the hospital 
nurses in the invitation to join a focus group. The poor response was related to the confusing 
times during the late fdl. 

lndividual interview planning 

The face-to-face i n t e ~ e w s  were to be with nurses whom I would solicit according to certain 
cnteria. The criteria included: age forty or above, ernployed as general duty nurse or clinician 
(not manager), not currently enrolled in any course work, and have a diverse range of 
experiences. The i n t e ~ e w  questions were based on broad themes about the value of leaming 
and the satisfaction of leaming. They were: 

1. What assurnptions about leaming help you create a leaniing environment for yourself? 
2. What gives you satisfaction when you l e m  something? 

Probing questions were to be developed as the i n t e ~ e w s  progressed, although the main themes 
would be containeci in the two focussing questions. 



My original plan included five individual interviews using the Appreciative Inquiry format 
(Hammond, 1996). 1 elected not to use this format, as the interviews would require extensive 
time on the part of the participants and would include a cornmitment fkom each of them to meet 
several times. 1 reduced the interviews to three and used a semi-structureci approach in which 1 
had two key questions and allowed the interview to proceed using probe questions as needed. 
One participant asked to be included as an interviewee and 1 approached the remaining two. The 
three nurses included the infection control nurse, a casual nurse suffenng with a chronic illness 
and a nurse clinician. Al1 three agreed to be interviewed with the assurances that their responses 
would be anonymous and confidential. The individual interviews were semi-structured and 
initiated with two broad questions described above. I taped the interviews; each took about half 
an hour and 1 later took notes and quotes fkom the tapings. The i n t e ~ e w s  took place at the 
hospital at the end of the workday. The tapes were not transcrïbed word for word. 

F urther focus group planning 

In early January, 1 sent out another invitation for a focus group. 1 received some responses and 
on January 18&, the group got together at one of the nurse's homes. There were four in 
attendance. Responses were written on flip chart paper. 1 also had the participants mite some 
personal reflections on individual notes, in case they had other things to Say that didn't surface in 
the meeting. The discussion was quite dynamic and we spent two and one half-hours together. 
In late January, 1 again approached the chair of the Nursing Council and asked if 1 could use her 
group as a focus group for my project. The date was set for February 1 la. 

Settlement of job action 

Job action was finally settled in late January, but I continued to p d e  over the limited interest in 
attending a focus group. M e r  reviewing some of the literature on focus groups (Eueger, 1994; 
Lewis, 1995), 1 realized 1 had made some serious errors in the invitations. Although I had sent 
out reminders about the date, 1 had neglected to make the invitation more personal, interesting, 
and respectfiil of the knowledge and information the nurses could bring. The literature notes that 
a pre-formed group usually has the best participation. 1 held two focus groups, and one group 
was not pre-fonned. 

Data analysis 

The following section descnbes the process that I used to analyze the data f?om the 
questionnaires, focus groups, and three individual interviews. Meta-analysis of the three data 
sources enabled me to identiQ some patterns regarding mid-career nurses and the meaning of 
learning. 



The questionnaire responses were used to develop questions for both the focus groups and the 
individual interviews. The questionnaires were intended to capture the meaning of learning for 
nurses, the value held by nurses for learning, the motivation behind leaming for nurses, and the 
perception of nurses for the organization in general regarding learning. The focus group 
questions were developed to gather more explicit information in three key areas and the 
interviews were intended to generate more detailed information fiom a personal perspective. 

Questionnaire 

The 5 1 responses fiom the questionnaire were grouped and collated according to the number of 
answers within each of the 11 questions. 1 looked for answers that were either similar or exactly 
the same. 1 tabulated the answers (Appendix C) in order to gain an understanding of the most 
common ideas that were represented. Most of the questions contained both nequent and 
infiequent responses. 1 then developed personal constmcts related to common subject matter 
contained within each of the questions. For example, in question one 1 used 'method of learning' 
and placed video, observation, see and do, hands-on, etc. . . under this theme, whereas in the 
tabulated section, 1 would count the nurnber of times a participant mentioned a specific idea, eg. 
'hands-on' - 14 responses (Appendix C). 1 repeated this with al1 of the questions. Sorting the 
responses in this manner gave me a better understanding of the relationships within the responses 
and helped to provide a fiamework for the findings. 

Focus groups and interviews 

The focus groups responses were itemized and themes were identified to provide an overall sense 
of the nurse/participants7 feelings (Appendix D). Each of the individual interviews was taped, 
and the main points of each interview were later transcribed and analysed. Both of these 
methods were cross-referenced to the larger questionnaire to provide a more cornplete 
understanding of the total picture for learning and nurses. 

The overall analysis of the data and the specific analysis of the data collected and sorted within 
each of data-gathering methods allowed for triangulation: that is, identieing and comborating 
similar patterns across the three data sources. The final conclusions were the result of reviewing 
and triangulating al1 of the data. 



CHAPTER FOUR - RESEARCH STUDY FlNDlNGS 

The central research question asks 'What makes leaming meaningful to mid-career nurses?" 
Other related questions explored in this study include: Are rnid-career nurses committed to 
leaniing? What leming activities do these nurses undertake? What does the concept of leamkg 
mean to mid-career nurses? Does education mean the same thing as learning? Does the 
organization support the learning that nurses find meaningful? Essentially this exploratory, 
focussed inquiry seeks to understand, fkom the nurses' perspective, what value learning holds for 
nurses and how nurses view leaming opportunities within the organization. For the purposes of 
this study, when the word nurse or nurses is used, it means only those nurses who were 
participants 

Participant Profile 

The following describes a sampling of Langley Mernoriai Hospital nurses based on four general 
demographic questions asked in the questionnaire. The demographics including age, gender, 
education and years of experience are used to provide an over-al1 picture of these nurses rather 
than present a specific dimension of analysis related to content of the questions. The profile of 
the nurses was extracted from the four demographic in the questionnaire. 

These data provide a profile of the nurses who participated in the study. A total of 279 surveys 
were delivered to the various nursing units and 51 were retumed, which shows a retum rate of 
about 19 %. W e e  men and 48 women participated in the survey. Of the returns, 57 % of the 
nurses have only their diplornas. An additional 12% have their diplornas plus a specialty for a 
total of 71%. Nearly 20 % of the nurses surveyed have between 1 1  and 20 years of expenence, 
while 58 % of the nurses have more than 21 years of experience. The majonty of the nurses are 
between 4 1  and 55 years of age. Those under 24 and those over 55 comprised l e s  than 8 % of 
the total participants. One nurse (1 -9%) stated she was under 25, and this result is similar to data 
descnbed in the newspaper (Vancouver Sun, October 1998), which stated that 450 out of 
approximately 3 0,000 nurses (1.5%) currently registered in BC are under the age of 25. 

The retum rate was less than 20 % and therefore the data cannot be generalized across al1 nurses 
who work in Langley Memonal Hospital, nor can it be representative of dl nurses. One 
respondent stated she would not m e r  the open-ended questions, although she retumed the 
questionnaire enclosed and sealed in the envelope. She thought it was poorly written and she 
would not provide any answers, as she did not know how the researcher was going to analyze the 
data. This was the oniy retum that was completely unanswered. Of the 5 1 surveys that were 
retmed, 91% were completed entirely. Five participants did not answer question number nine. 
Three participants did not answer question number eleven. Three participants did not answer 
question number four. Al1 5 1 participants completed the demographic questions. Incomplete 
surveys were only noted to provide a picture of the respondents rather than identieing a 
statistical method for cornparison of respondents. The complexity of the questions and the state 
of the healthcare sector may have contributed to the incomplete responses. 



The demographic data reved that the majority of the respondents are older than 40 years of age, 
mostly female, have only a diploma (RN) in nursing, and have spent more than 20 years in the 
nursing profession. The questionnaires were anonymous and although the demographic data 
revealed some broad information, none of it can describe the typical nurse workhg in a specific 
field or nursing unit, or how long she has worked in that area. The data also does not descnbe 
her working area preference, which may be anywhere f?om paediatncs to gerontology. 

The graphs are provided to show a visual representation of experience, age and education. 



Qualitative Analysis 

The themes generated from the data analysis of questionnaires, focus groups and one-to-one 
interviews are fairly similar across the different data sources. The findings from the different 
data-gathering methods are described in this section md conclusions are drawn 60m meta- 
anaiysis of al1 data. 

Questionnaires 

The themes related to leaming and mid-career nurses are that emerged from the questionnaires: 

L m n g  needs to be personally useful and applicabie 
The learning approach or enviromnent is critical for ongoing participation 
Learning needs to be interesting and chdenging 
Learning is necessary to build bwledge, confidence, and cornpetence 
Leaniing îs related to professional devehpment and competency regardless of education and 
experience 
Learning has a rok to play for nurses in their lives beyond healthcare 
Leaming is the stimulus for work, for personal growth, for opporhinity, for teaching 
The LMH Senior Team needs to appreciate the experience and the value of nurses 
The Learning and Leadership Team needs to visibly support learning through endorsement of 
specinc, local interventions (the, monetary assistance, encouragement, opportunity, 
clinician mentoring} 

Question # 1. Under what circumstances do you leam best? 

The participants responded to this question in several ways. Some nurses interpreted 
'circumstance' to mean their leaniing environment. They wanted stimulating instnictors, lots of 
discussion opportunities, challenge and reasonable time frames (not more than two to three 
hours). For others, it meant peace and quiet and time set aside. Many of the nurses descnbed the 
types of learning they prefer, such as lecture and demonstration, hands-on, viçuals, reading 
material and how-to aids. A third of the nurses noted that learning for them had to be interesting, 
applicable to the job, and needed. One nurse went on to identifjr short-tenn learning (under 
pressure) versus long-term learning (meet a specific need). One nurse stated that she personally 
'reflects on action," however, several of the nurses pointed out that leaming and retention were 
aided by partnering with others, by being mentored, and by 'doing' either by themselves or with 
others in a group setting. These answers were fkequently repeated in question five. Some of the 
nurses either said 'see question # 1 ' or asked if question # 1 was the same as question # 5. It 
appears that circumstances and stnitegies meant the same thing for many of the nurses. Although 
there were differences in the interpretation of 'circumstances,' the emphasis was on being 
actively involved in the learning - either having an interest or participating in the experience. 
Some of the nurses identified their style oflearning through their responses, while others 
ident ified attitudinai concepts. 



Question # 2. What value does leaming hold for you? Please explain. 

None of the nurses denied that leamhg was valuable to them. Many said that Iearning was 
important for their jobs, whether it was for direct patient care or for keeping up-to-date on new 
information related to healthcare in general. However, most of the nurses stated that learning 
provided them persona1 gain. Confidence, self-esteem, spiritual power, growth and 
development, pride in oneself, and satisfaction were most cornmonly noted. For one nurse, 
leaniing was "never totally accomplished, always different perspectives," and for others, tife- 
long leaming was a way of Iife. Learning keeps the brain "fit," can "never be taken away," 
allows one to participate in discussions, and helps one to "adapt to change." Although career 
practice was important, nurses responded to this question frorn a more personal level. The value 
of leaniing appeared "high" on the lia for many of the nurses. Despite the fact that many of the 
respondents were over 40 years of age, leaniing still meant a great deal to them. 

Question # 3. Who or what motivates you to learn? 

Motivation for leaming ranged frorn the personal 'cmyself," to farniIy, to peers. For some, 
motivation was inspired by interest, by gaps in knowledge, by career challenges, or by a "need to 
know." Two nurses described "life experiences" as the motivation to leam. For them, nothing 
else was necessary. In general, many of the motivations for learning related to knowledge gain. 
The nurses described situations, that were career related or were related to personal desire. 
Satisfaction appears to be an innate drive, that for some nurses is work-related. Their working 
surroundings, whether interest in being knowledgeable about the job, or whether their working 
peers are an inspiration, motivates the nurse-participants to continue on a leaming pathway. For 
others, the motivation and satisfaction gained fiom learning appear to be persona1 growth. 

Question # 4. What personal outcornes make you feel satisfied with your learning 
experiences? Please explain. 

The most common reason for satisfaction with leaming expenences was being able to apply what 
was learned in a meaningful way, either in direct application, in teaching something new, in 
being able to mode1 the leaming, or in using the new information to change or challenge 
perceptions. Some nurses described personal satisfaction, genuine feedback, and supported 
leaming as important. Success and goal achievement highlighted leamhg for some of the 
nurses; while others clearly felt that satisfaction with outcornes was measured with improved 
patient care and quality of life. Personal satisfaction equated with inner drive and 
accomplishment and recognition. 

Question # 5. What strategies (skills or techniques) do you use to help you leam at your 
best? 

The participants used a wide variety of strategies to help with their leaniing, however, persona1 
support and persona1 interest were identified as important factor. These nurses also described 
'hands-on' strategies, which could be anywhere nom reading a specific 'how-to7 article to 
demonstration of a specific procedure followed by ''doing" the demonstration. Regardless of 
which strategy was used, the most important component that was iterated was the need for 



collaboration with others. This wuld be with the instructors of a particular course, in networking 
with peers, or in having clinicians/experts "quiz" them on the information or provide the 
mentor/expert role. The nurses needed usefil, practical information given in short time fiames 
followed by the oppomuiity to ask questions about the information, and then go on to use the 
information right away. It was essential to the nurses that they were not passive recipients of 
new knowledge but actively using it. This type of learning is collective: in other words, it is 
collaborative, across the peer organization and in the workplace. 

Question # 6. ldentrfy a positive leaming experience. Why was this positive for you? 

Positive leaniing experiences for the nurse-participants ranged again fiom having the persona1 
satisfaction of mastery to being able to apply the learning to another situation. The nurses 
clearly were able to identify a positive learning when they could take their new knowledge and 
apply it in another situation. Sorne of the nurses noted that the 'teacher' was the one who made 
the leaming experience positive and others stated that when they were able to 'teach' others 
about their leaming, the positive experience repeated itself These nurse-participants were able 
to reflect on leaniing experiences and were able to identiQ those aspects that brought about 
positive feelings, whether it was in personal mastery of a task not done before, or taking it one 
step M e r  and passing on their knowledge, or integrating new knowledge into thei  working 
life. 

Question # 7. What factors tend to interfere with your leaming? 

The barriers for learning ranged &om environmental concems to personal concerns. Within a 
structured Iearning environment, the nurses cornmented on the type of instnictor and on the 
methods used for teaching. While many of the responses were related to formal, stnichired 
learning, the nurses also noted that stress, lack of time, other responsibilities, and personal 
matters prevented them fiom learning. Interestingly, for some nurses, stress was also noted as a 
positive motivator for leaming in the workplace. Balance between work life and home life was 
the extenuating concern for many. 

Question # 8. What role does leaming play in this stage of your career? 

The nurse-participants noted that without continuous leaming in their careers they were unable to 
keep up with new practices and procedures, and went on further to suggest that if learning didn't 
continue, professionalism and competency were in question. However, half of the nurses also 
noted that learning was part of their lives in general, and that their careers had little to do with 
learning. The nurse-participants seerned to agree that learning for the job was necessary, but that 
learning was also part of who they were. Leaming to keep up with the changes, being adaptive 
in the workplace and applying new knowledge to the daily workplace events were cornmon 
themes identified by the nurse-participants. For some nurses daily learning "on the job" as 
opposed to course work provided the ongoing learning that they felt was crucial for their 
specialties. Three nurses said that learning for career was not important, and one nurse noted 
that "sadly there is not enough leaming in my life." Clearly for most of the nurse-participants, 
leaming and career were related, 



Question # 9. How do the South Fraser Valley Health Region professional leaming 
opporiunities match with your leaming needs? Please explain. 

For the most part, the nurse-participants felt that the larger organization was not very helpful in 
encouraging and supporting leaining. Despite some positive comments, the nurse-participants as 
a whole felt that the region did little for the nurses and their iearning needs. In addition, not only 
did the nurse-participants feel that the region was unhelpful, rnany of them did not have any idea 
what opportunities were available if there were any. This was evidenced both by the cornments 
fiom the participants (What opportunities!) and by the s u  nurses who left the question blank. 
The lack of response may be related to lack of information about the region or an indication that 
the region is not very helpful to nurses and learning. Frustration was clearly evident for the 
nurse-participants by their responses to this question. One nurse noted that 'balking the talk" 
was not borne out, despite the claim to be a 'leamhg organization." Twenty percent stated that 
they seek education elsewhere, pay for education elsewhere, and believe that the region should 
do more locally. 

Question # 10. What role does learning play in your life in general no* Has it 
changed? Please provide some examples. 

Some of the nurse-participants did not separate learning for career fiom leaming in general. 
They noted that changes in technology were a major force in their career needs related to 
leaming. Most of the nurse-participants, however, described learning for 3he joy of it" as the 
main role that it had now in their lives. They identified leamïng as 'ciess dnven" than 'îwhen 
they were younger." While they noted that leaniing such things as technology and up-dates were 
important for their careers, for many, general interest learning was more important. Aithough 
the role for leaming in many of the nurse-participants' lives was for general interest, some of 
them admitted that higher education was a life-long dream and they are ccalways at study." 
AIthough responses not analyzed according to age, a few of the nurse-participants described 
themselves as "'older" and were not looking to pursue further career options. They felt that there 
was "more to life than work." One nurse went on to say she felt that her nurse-related Iearning 
was ''not appreciated" and therefore had no interest in leaniing for career. 

Question # 1 1. In your workplace, M a t  would you Iike to do differently that would help 
you learn and why? 

The participants were also clear on what was needed from the organization in order to assist 
them in their overall learning. AIthough money was mentioned directly a number of times, days 
ofS paid education, replacement stafS mandatory insenrices, cliniciadmentor support, and time 
to discuss and reflect were also mentioned. The nurse-participants noted that there seemed to be 
"no time" to leam, whether it was fkom each other or Eom more forma1 leaming opportunities. 
Each of these responses requires monetary support from the region. The bottom line is that the 
nurse-participants feel that they need to "earn while they leam." Not only were dollars required, 
genuine support for leaming was needed, - f?om the local management, nurse manager or 
director to the regional Leadership and Leaming Tearn. Nurse-participants equated lack of 
accessible information, (advertising) and lack of availability to lack of support and 
encouragement. Many of the nurse-participants were not even aware of the new Leadership and 
Learning Tearn that had been created in the region. Most of these nurses identified those 



opportunities îhat the organization as a whole could assist with, and yet three nurses felt that they 
were content to create their own learning experiences. It would appear that when asked, what 
these three nurse-participants would do in her workplace differently, they was quite happy to 
seek education on their own, and yet when asking whether regional opportunities matched needs 
(Question # 9) many more stated that they had to seek opportunities outside the region. 

These nurse-participants also felt quite strongly that leaniing creates an o p p o d t y  for growth 
and self-irnprovement that is necessary not only for their careers and but for personal 
satisfaction. Leaming "opens the doors" and "opens the mind." Change and challenges are 
occumng daily and if one doesn't take advantage of leaming opportunities one becomes 
"stagnant and boring." It is the learning itself that enables the nurse to adapt to the chailenges 
and changes of her environment. Nurses' leaming activities and perceptions ranged fkom "try it" 
to needing to be pushed from "my cornfort level." Motivation for learning was often described 
as self-detemineci, which was fiequently related to foundation of practice, accomplishment or 
integration of experience with new knowledge. Some of the nurses stated that other factors such 
as learning by doing, - that is, being on the job - helps them to learn fiom day-to-day. 

While many of the nurses cited that leaming was influenced by their careers, many of the nurses 
also described learning in general as extremely valuable fiom a personal perspective. They said 
that l e d n g  was inspiring, made them more well-rounded, made them more personally powerfid 
in a spiritual sense, and provided self-esteem, confidence, and choice. For some, leaming was 
"life-long" and for others leanüng was "as needed." For some nurses, learning provided balance 
and allowed them to be adaptive and be a good problem-solver both within their careers and in 
thek lives outside of work. 



Personal Interviews 

in the one-on-one interviews, a personal emphasis was the focus for the following two questions: 
'What assumptions about learning help yoll create a leamhg environment for yourself' and 
m a t  givesyou satisfaction when you leam something?" 

The themes that occurred most fiequently in the i n t e ~ e w s  were: 

Learning needs to be timely and personal (the best that 1 can be) 
Leamùig needs to be interactive 
Learning is more informal than fomal but ''never stops" 
Leaming needs to. be valued by others @eeq leaders> other Iearners) 
Learning needs to be sought out by the i n d ~ d u d  and particufar to individual's f e d g  style 
("the value is in the outcoime, not the package'?However, each of the interviewees expressed 
their individdities: 

However, each of the in te~ewees  expressed their individualities: 

Concrete versus intuition 
Family needs versus individual needs 
Internaiiy motivated versus extemally motivateci (selfdirectecl versus organization-directed) 
Personal versus team-f e h n g  
"Always take courses" versus "comfortabIe where f am now" 

The three interviewees emphasized that: learning needs to be valuable and valued by others; it 
needs to fit with what is going on; and it needs to provîde balance. Each of the nurses 
acknowledged that learning was integral to their working lives as well as their persona1 lives. 

Focus groups 

Three questions fonned the basis for the focus groups as noted in the methodology section. The 
three questions included: 

Many of the nurses said that motivation to l e m  was influenced by their peers. In 
what ways can nurses collaborate with each other and share learning? 
Many of the nurses said that on-going learning keeps their brain 'Yit" while others 
stated that learning was career-related. How do you see the relationship between 
learning and your career as a nurse? 
A majority of the respondents said that opportunities within SFVHR were limited or 
poor. How can the region demonstrate their cornmitment to promoting and 
cornmitment to professional learning? 



The general findings correlate with the broader themes noted in the questionnaires and the 
interviews. However, the focus group findings shed some illumination on the feelings in general 
about the nurse-participants7 relationships with other nurses and the organization. 

nve-part&up pardg ppted t$at in order to. and share n ea h tkr 's  leaming, 
t ey CO ec ive y n in ivi a y nee ed to put theu gg?' away, reciuce &eQ,stIgmattsm 
around 'degree' nurses," and recognize the value of the experienced nurses. Members of the 
nursing community need to bridge their differences and integrate theïr howledge and skills to 
create a new, shared perspective. They also noted that professionalism and learning were one 
and the same. Nurses could not be nurses without actively seeking out leaming opportunities. 
These participants also noted that nurses needed to be recognized both verbally and on paper by 
both their peers and by the organization in general. Positive acknowledgement was also strongly 
recognized as a form of feedback in which the nurses felt supported for leaniing. 

These nurses were also very cïea. in their sense of what the orgeation could do to help with 
the nurses' leaming environment. Leaming and the career of nursing for the most part are a 
necessity and the nurse-participants felt that one could not be a professional without making 
leaming part of the job. These nurses felt that the region and the local organization were not 
truly supportive of nurses' learning. They noted that money in the broadest sense was needed 
but more importantly there was a need to make the organization a 'leaming organization." They 
described such things as "safety," "feeling ok to ask stupid questions," "expert support," and 
''being valued for experïence." Additionally, they felt that the organization should provide 
regular, area-specific workshops, Pro-D days, and yearly mandatoq on-site education sessions 
for all nursing staff. 

They also noted that lack of apparent support f h r n  nurse managers was a concern. Some of the 
problem lay with the process for advertizing opportunities, where managers were not fully 
informed of the process for accessing learning opporturiities. The lack of awareness of any 
opportunities was quite clear when the nurses were show the new booklet ftom the region and 
only one of the group had ever seen it. Learning for this group of nurses needed to be valued and 
supported. It is clearly a need to have nurses support each other, as it is to have the organization 
support their needs. 

Study Conclusions 

The above findings are similar across al1 data-gathering methodologies. The questionnaires, the 
interviews and the focus groups outline the feelings of the nurse-participants and the direction 
that the region needs to pursue in order to support and honour rnid-career nurses and theû 
learning needs. 

These mid-career nurses described themselves as ongoing leamers regardless of whether their 
interest is persona1 or for career enhancement. Although many of the participants were over 
forty years of age, they had not given up on the need to continue to leam nor have they decided 
that leaming had no meaning or value. Job cornpetency was very important to the nurse- 
participants, as was the need to have balance in their home lives and work Me. These nurses 
wanted to be respected for their knowledge and supported by the organization in order to pursue 
leaniing relevant both to their own learning needs and those of the organization. As Marsick 



(cited in Mezirow 1990, p. 24) notes " leamhg . . . reflects a concern for the transformation of 
personal fiames reference. It is impossible to separate one's professional, work-related 
knowledge and skills fiom the rest of oneself" 

In general the conclusions are: 

Mïd-weer nurses d&criie themeIves as ongoing learners with personal and weer needs 
that are both work-relateci d me-reked 
The organkation's leaders, both manaers and directors need to encourage and support the 
developmeit of r e l a t i ~ ~ p s  within nursing - 
The organization's leaders need to reward leamhg about practice 
When nurses examine and refl-ëct on p e r s o l  practice and cotlabonite with others, they are 
able to ide- existing theory and personal theory fkom current pradce 
Providùig a supportive, peer envuPrnent to encourage disaission and didogue is valuable 
Fair, suppurt;,e ~ ~ & T  and Pr&& are needed to demonstrate the regional 
organization's cornmitment to promoting and upholding a cuIture of leamhg 
Knowledge and ex@riënce riëeds to be valuecl fkom within the nursing environment and by 
the organization as a whole <mentoring d e ,  clhicians) 
Barriers to learning needed to be acknowledged and reduced in order to promote leanllng 
(self-dir&ed or formal) 
Nurses l e m  more, and want to provide good and better care when supportive stactures are 
set up to maintain practice (updates, technofogyJ area specinc workshops) 
Nurses expect to remain competent through professional education 
Nurses are motivateci to continue exploring their practice when prompted to share their 
ldng and awareness 

Despite age and experience, nurses on the whole are keen leamers and are willing to continue 
leaniing: about their worlg about their profession, and about those things that make their lives 
interesting and enjoyable. 

Study Recommendations 

The following recommendations are based on participants' feedback: 

1.  Provide a venue where nurses who have participated in ongoing leaming or education in their 
area of expertise can share their knowledge. The emphasis would be to make time for the 
nurses to prepare an education session and to reward them for their expertise and time. 
Support from the nurse managers and the director of amte care seMces is critical. 

2. Broadcast and acknowledge those nurses who have completed or are in the process of 
completing any and al1 education courses. This emphasizes that nurses' ongoing leaming is 
important and honoured. The current regional and hospital newspapers s hould contain 
regular items on "nurses and leaming." 



Reduce the regional baniers to nurses' leaming and education by ensuring that the process 
for accessing information about educational opportunities is well documented. Ensure that 
advertising is provided to all nurses by way of a l l l y  accessible formaty eirher electronic or 
paper. 

Provide regular, mandatory, specialty-specific paid Education Days that nurses are required 
to attend. This will ensure not only that leaming is unit-specific but also that al1 nurses have 
an oppominity to keep skills up to date. Nurses who attend education sessions need to 
replaced so that leaming energy is focussed on the education and not on the workplace. 

Hire clinicians to provide mentorhg roles for unit nurses. Mentors or expert nurses are seen 
as a valuable addition to the staff, both in the role of educator and in the persona1 
acknowledgement of support for the nurses' learning needs. The nurse-participants felt the 
need for unit-specific clinicians as necessary for leaniing, for ongoing, up-dated information 
and for support. 

While the Leadership and Learning Team is in a state of early beginnings, it is an opportune 
time to ensure that al1 booklets produced by this regional department contain information that 
is accessible to d l  the nurses in the hospital. Moreover, the information booklet should 
contain information specific to nurses. 

Make the process for accessing information, fùnding, and time off for educational purposes 
as simple as possible and ensure that al1 managers are aware of the process. The current 
managers need to ensure that there is adequate replacement s t a f f  for those who request 
educational leave. The current process is unwieldy and several layers of administration need 
to approve any requests. 

Have an onsite education manager or someone else available to assist each nurse in 
determining what kinds of learning the nurse may find usefùl for her and her workplace. The 
nurse-participants stated that they were not only unsure where leaming oppomuiities were, 
but were unsure who to contact with concems about what and where they might find what 
were appropriate to their needs as leamers. 

'Walk the talk.' If support for continuous learning is espoused as a value statement, brag 
about it. Quality patient care depends on nurses who are Ieamed and continuing to l e m .  The 
emphasis for the region is to advertise and clearly suppon Ieaming that is visible and 
organization-wide. 

10. Investigate the opportunity to liaise with universities and colleges to provide regular 
education sessions that would link current practice with current theory (for example, current 
information on heart disease, diabetes etc.). Mid-career nurses need to be able to maintain a 
broad level of knowledge that is relevant to their area of practice. The Leadership and 
Learning Team could provide the link, that nurse-participants are recornmending, in order for 
the hospital to become a true "leamhg organization" and support the nurse to "be a student." 
Develop ongoing, regular programs for mid-career nurses t hat integrates what t hey know 
with what will be the future of nursing; this will allow them to progress to the next century. 
Competent, expenenced nurses wili be the mainstay of healthcare for the foreseeable fùture. 



These recommendations will be presented to the Senior Leadership Team at Langley Mernonal 
Hospital and then to the Leadership and Learning Tearn at the regional level. One of the most 
important communication components will be to the nurses who participated in th is  project. It is 
necessary that the nurses see their 'voices' on paper. They spoke about their learning needs. 
They described what they valued and needed and what they believed would help ehem in 
attaining those needs and values within the organization. 



CHAPTER FlVE - RESEARCH IMPLICATIONS 

Organizational lmplementation 

What does this mean for Langley Hospital and the region? One of  the difficulties in planning for 
any implementation process in an organization that is currently undergoing as much change as 
the South Fraser Valley Health Region is the notion that only 'regionalization and integration' 
matter. While some computer education is occurring parallel to integration, little else is on the 
minds of the Leadership and Learning Team. Their major emphasis is organizing the human 
resource department to look at recruitment. Aithough one of their mandates is learning, little is 
currently being initiated. 

Based on responses nom participants in this project, Langley Memorial Hospital, and more 
importantly the region, have much to do in understanding and acting on the meaning that 
leaming holds for nurses. One-fifth of the nurses (Appendix C) stated that due to lack of 
opportunity, they went out of the region to access educational opportunities. Although some of 
the nurses went out of the region for educational purposes, most of the participants felt that the 
region could do more to provide opportunities for learning at a more local level. 

The nurses in this study value leaming and want to be valued and acknowledged for their 
learning. If  individuals are not valued for what they know, there is little incentive to  bring their 
knowledge to the workplace. 

The hospital and the region are not presently maxirnizing the potential of existing professional 
staff To improve this situation, the Leadership and Learning Team in the region and the leaders 
within the hospital could; 

ask the nurses what things are vaiuable to each of them in terms of leanllng; truly Iisten to the 
core of experienced nurses who make up the bulk of the nursing community; acknowledge 
that experience is invaluable and learning is crucial to retaining experienced s t a f f  in times of 
transition and change. 

accept learning at al1 levels of leadership; create a learning organization that is 'waiking the 
talk,' not just displaying the words on the wall or in a document. It means more than creating 
a vision or a mission statement. It means, step outside the traditional role of leadership of 
believing that the employees lack persona1 vision and ability to change (Senge 1990, p. 340). 
It also means, take the time to reflect on the best of what is and the best of what could be. 

communkate throughout the regional organization. It also rneans parallel work; deploy the 
new integation model throughout the region and fùlly integrate learning into that new model. 
It means work with the nursing staff that are such an important part of the whole structure. 
The regional Leadership and Leaming Team, despite it's new beginning, is at a prime 
moment to establish a clear process for supporthg the learning needs of the nursing staff  and 
for advertizing who they are and what they are planning for h r e  leanllng and leadership. 



create from within, an organization where leming is supported through visible, on-site 
assistance. It means, make time for learning, making îime for reflection, and make those 
who are the experts, laiown. It also means, create an environment where ongoing learning is 
an ongoing process, not just a one-time &air, where leaming can be d e ,  meaningful and 
lead to professionai fulfilment and ultirnately to professional quality care of those who are in 
our care. Money for education is always helpfbl, but the organization could do more by 
adjusting to the learning needs of the nurses. 

The South Fraser Valley Health Region is at a new beginning in health care leadership and in 
provision of health care to its residents. One of the most important challenges for this 
organization will be to create an organization whose long time nurses are one of its moa 
important assets, that continues to generate a positive and supportive environment where 
leamhg is valued and upheld. 

Future Research 

The participants in this study did not include al1 the nurses in the organization under study. Only 
those who participated provided their views and suggestions, and therefore it is not generalizable 
across Langley Memonal Hospital. It is also not representative of al1 the nurses in the remaining 
three hospitals that comprise the South Fraser Valley Health Region, nor is it generaiizable to 
other hospitals in other regions or areas. 

This study, however, did provide a window on some rnid-career nurses' views on the rneaning of 
leaming in their lives, both professionally and personally. The nurse-participants were articulate 
and reflective and provided a wondefil vision for the future of leaming despite their mid-career 
status. Further research and analysis needs to be done on the rneaning of leaming for other mid- 
career nurses relative to specific type of expenence (community hospital, tertiary hospital, 
continuing care services), nursing unit preference (medical, surgical, emergency etc.), years 
working within the are* and learning styles. Each of these parameters wuld be analyzed in 
relation to age, gender and education. 

To ensure that there will be nurses in the future, research into the current learning needs of those 
who may be interested in pursuing a nursing career needs to be implemented now. Although this 
project did not address the issue of retention and nursing career orientation, one of the most 
cntical concems facing the healthcare sector today is the lack of nurses. Leaming about and 
appreciation of the knowledge that experienced nurses can bnng to those who follow &er will 
be necessary to ensure that there will be nurses in the future. Mentonng and buddying are 
wondefil ways to keep up the challenge of providing leaniing. 

This study was affected by several factors and efforts were made to reduce their influence on the 
study. 

Vaiidity and reliability for the questionnaire were not checked, although the questionnaire 
was piloted with four nurses pnor to full-scale distribution. Further changes to the 
questionnaire could have affecteci the outcorne, but the second dr& was not repiloted due 
to workplace conditions at the time. 



Only one of the i n t e~ewees  was self-selected. The other two were soliciteci based on 
interviewer criteria. This introduced researcher bias (personal beliefs, presence of the 
researcher at the tirne of the interview). The sample was too small and did not represent a 
cross sarnpiing of the nurses in the hospital. 

Bias related to analysis may have been introduced. The questionnaires were themed 
according to the researcher's notion of what was described by the participants. These 
themes were not checked by other reviewers, although similar themes were highlighted 
fiom each data source. 

The healthcare industry was facing uncertainty at the time. This created a situation where 
respondents may have been unsure whether participation was against the niles regarding 
non-nursin~ duties. This project occmed during times of uncertairîty and better 
representation and participation is likely to occur if nurses are not under job stress. 

This project was exploratory in nature. Using action research enabled the researcher to gain an 
understanding of the meaning of learning for mid-career nurses. Further exploration could yield 
different results by using different research designs, different data gathering techniques and 
different questions within the data-gathering methods. 

Implications for future research and learning will enable the heaithcare organization to recognize 
that leaniing is related tu retention of nurses, to professionalism and competency, to an adaptable 
workforce and ultimately to better, holistic care of the patient. 



CHAPTER SIX - LESSONS LEARNED 

Research Project Lessons Leamed 

The most important lesson for me in this entire project has been that unexpected events can 
create a profound leaming experience. Workplace uncertainty and unexpected family problems 
interfered with the plans that 1 had set out and yet, in reflection on the past several months I 
leamed that no matter what circumstances beyond my control occurred, 1 was able to move 
forward with the project. In the process of changing my plans as new challenges occurred, 1 was 
able to adjust a number of schedules and still gain meaningful information. 

Another important lesson for me emerged during the life of the project. As a rnid-career nurse 
and a life-long leamer, 1 came to understand that most mid-career nurses are as interested in 
ongoing leaming as 1 am. There may differences in degree but leaniing is important to most 
nurses. My persona1 challenge was to let go of assumptions and let the participants 'speak' for 
themselves -assumptions that could clearly have biased this project towards thinking that nurses 
were not interested in leaming. This project also provided an opportunity to get to know what 
nurses feel and believe, not only about leaniing, but also about the organization and leaming and 
where it fits in as a whole. 

Dunng the course of the data collection, 1 had hoped to obtain a representative sample fiom the 
nurses using various collection methods. Whether the job action interfered with the participant 
rate, 1 cannot be sure, but 1 did come to realize the importance of persona1 invitation and 
recognition of the value of nurses' input when I requested their participation in focus group work 
or interviews. There was little response to the emails that 1 had sent. It is very important to state 
why one is doing a project, but more importantly why their participation is valued. 

In doing my project, 1 realized that it is extremely important to be selective in choosing data 
collection tools. Using only two of either focus groups, questionnaires or i n t e ~ e w s  - allows 
you to concentrate on getting the best of what you choose. 1 found that using a11 three limited the 
time that 1 had to spend on getting and analyzing the enormous amount of data that was 
collected, especially during the workplace uncertainty where 1 was required to work during the 
nurses' job action. 

The data gathered were both qualitative and quantitative. The quantitative data were used 
merely for description as opposed to integration with the qualitative data. A good understanding 
of statistical analysis and computer functions (Mïcrosoft AccessTM or Excel TM) would have 
assisted in determining correlations between the emerging themes in the qualitative data and the 
demographic profiles. However, the questionnaire response rate would have made the 
comparative analysis limited in validity and inappropriate due to the low response rate and the 
complexity of the questions. Despite not integrating the two types of data, a considerable 
amount of time was spent on developing and analyzing the themes that emerged fkom the 
qualitative data. 



During the job action, which played an important part during the research, 1 a i s 0  had the 
opportunity to reflect on what the findings wodd have been if the organization was stable and 
less in transition. The findings were gathered and analyzed nom a smalI group of participants; 
however 1 believe that if more nurses had participateci, the findings wodd not be much different. 
The lesson here is to remain curïous and to be cognizant of any fluctuations and changes within 
an organization that may affect current research. Research participants who are part of a stable 
organization may have more energy to devote to being part of the research, rather than be 
involved with workplace issues. 

A final and maybe the most important lesson learned is that future research will be enjoyable. I 
have found that al1 research is valuable no matter what the context. Professionai nursing staff; 
myself included, have a lot to Say about healthcare and learning in generai. From a personal 
perspective, 1 will continue to pursue leanllng and will continue to provide information about 
leaming to the organization. My challenge will be to continue to pursue research in an 
organization where change and uncertainty may be the nom for the foreseeable future and 1 look 
forward to the challenge. 



Program Lessons Learned 

This section will be based on the five required competencies and five selected competencies. 

1 .e. Recognize ethical considerations and 
values and take account of them in 
making decisions 

2. b. Apply systems thinking to the 
solution of leadership and problems 

5.a. Identify, locate and evaluate research 
findings 

- - .- 

5.b. Use research to solve problems 

Outcornes 
Provided leadership within the various components 
of the project. 
Used personal experience during the focus group 
and one-on-one interviews. 
Demonstrated leadership during the course of job 
action where leadership styles varied with the staff 
job functions. 
Successfully completed the project. 
Correctly interpreted fiutrations and conflicts 
within the focus groups. 
Maintained and respected others through trust and 
support during the job action. 
Acknowledged ethical standards in the invitation to 
participate in survey, focus groups (Appendix B ). 
Stated prior to the focus group work that al1 opinions 
would be kept within the room and any themes 
would be collective notations. 
Acknowiedg ed other' s personal values while 
maintaining my own. 
Identified the tremendous changes occumng in the 
healthcare system that impacted the action of the 
project. 
Modified components of the project on the basis of 
interna1 and external changes. 
Recommended changes to implement that would 
impact the Leadership and Learning Tearn. 
Acknowledged the greater system in which the 
participants are employed while doing the project 
Identified the hospital and regionai values document 
which will support the project recommendations 
Used university library sources and WWW to access 
and evaluate the information about my project. 
Evaiuated the literature for leaming and leadership 
as it related to the broad scope of leaming including 
adult leanllng theory, constnidvist theory and 
leadership. 
Located several different sources and authors on 
action research and integrated them into the project 
Discussed the methodology with supervisor 
Used an action research design to guide the project. 
Created and used questionnaires, focus group work, 



Major wmpetency 

7.b. Communicate with others through 
Wnting 

7.a. hterpret oraI communication 

3 .a. Manage people within organizations 

4.e Help others leam 

41 

Outcornes 
and individual intewiews to gaîher data during the 
research project 
Used qualitative analysis to organize the data for 
development of recommendations for 
implementation 
Successfully completed the project using appropriate 
style 
Surnrnarized appropriate literature sources to 
support the project. 
Used memos, and newspapers to explain the 
healthcare climate within the action research project 
Ernployed personal reflection to enrich the creation 
of the recommendations 
Maintained correspondence with sponsor and 
supervisor 
Revised and reviewed project proposal in 
discussions with the other students during the 
residency 
Used summer, communication workshop 
information when working through focus group 
information 
Used RRU style guide to document major project 
Accurately interpreted responses in the interviews 
and the focus groups to provide a wrinen analysis 
during the project 
hiring focus groups documented and sought 
feedback from the group participants 
Encouraged the participants to share their thoughts 
and encourage the group to discuss other's opinions 
in a safe forum 
Modified action research project in relation to the 
workplace circumstances 
Provided recommendations to support 
acknowledgement of mid-career nurses during start- 
up phase of the Leadership and Learning Tearn 
Identified an appropriate sponsor in a hospital 
leadership role to ensure support and communication 
at the hospital leadership level. 
Facilitated group of fifieen nurses during the focus 
group sessions 
During the focus groups worked with the 
participants to understand group relationships and 
d ynamics 
Accurately reflected the participants leaming needs 
in the analysis 
Provided other RRU students with resources that 
were helpfbl in their projects 



Ma-or corn etenc m 
4.c. Create learning opporhuiities in the 
workplace 

Outcornes 
Assisted others in learning cornputer programs 
Consistently provided encouragement and support in 
other' s learnings 
Identifieci through the project the learning needs of 
the participants 

r Recommended best practices to assist the 
Leadership and Learning Team to move towards a 
learnîng organization 
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Appendix A 

Questionnaire for nurse-participants 



Dear Participant: 

Please remember your resposses are voluntary, anonymous, and confidentid. 

1. Under what circumstances do you l e m  best? 

2. What value does learning hold for you? Please explain. 

3. Who or what motivates you to lem? 

4. What personal outcornes make you feel satisfied with your leaming experiences? Please 
explain. 

5. What strategies (skills or techniques) do you use, to help you learn at your best? 



6.  Describe a positive learning expenence. Why was this positive for you? 

7. What factors tend to interfere with your Ieaming? 

8. What role does learning play in this stage of your career? 

9. How do the South Fraser Valley Health Region's professional Ieaming opportunities fit with 
your learning needs? Please explain. 

10. What role does learning play in your Iife now? Has it changed? Please provide some 
examples. 

11. In your workplace what would you like to do differently that would help you to learn and 
why? 



Please mark an X in the appropriate space. 

Demographic questions: 

Age: 

Years of nursing experience: 

a) 0-4 years 
b) 5-10 years 
c) 11-20 year 
d) 20 + years 

Education attained: 

a) RN 
b) BSN 
c)  MSN + 

Thank you very much for your participation. Your answers are important to me. 

Linda Chase 



Appendix B 

lnfonned consent for question naire 



Introduction and Informed Consent to Partichate in Survey 

November 5,1998 

Dear participant: 

My name is Linda Chase and I am shident in the Masters of Arts in Leadership and Training 
program at Royal Roads University in Victoria, British Columbia. 1 am employed in Langley 
Hospital as the Utilization Manager and am requesting your participation in helping me to 
complete my major project. The major focus of my project is 'leaniing' and experienced nurses. 
Your participation will involve completion of a questionnaire and an invitation to partkipate in 
small, facilitated focus groups or in one-on-one interviews. 

There is no obligation to partîcipate and you may cancel your participation at any tirne without 
prejudice, should you agree to participate. 

1 am interestecl in getîing a perspective on learning f?om the nursing staff as a whole and 
therefore you are not asked to identiQ yourselves. I have asked four demographic questions that 
will assia me in identiSing any trends. Al1 responses will be anonymous and strictly 
confidentid and only 1 will have access to the individual responses. 

The questionnaire will take approximately thirty (30) minutes to complete and 1 am encouraging 
al1 participants to take sorne time to reflect and consider your answers. 

Please seal your completed questionnaire in the envelope and return by November 2 0 ~  to my 
mailbox in the hospital mail-room or to my office in the admitting department. 

You may contact me if you have any questions at my hospital locai 5720 or my email 
(lindac@lmh. hnet.bc.ca) or my sponsor, Lee Titterington (Quality Advisor) at locai 5255 
(leet@lrnh. hnet.bc.ca) 

Please indicate in the area provided in the survey if you would like to participate in either a focus 
group or an individual interview. 

Your input and participation is important to me. Thank you for your time and I look fonvard to 
working with you and learning f?om you. 

Linda Chase 



Appendix C 

Questionnaire - Key word and phrases 



APPENDlX C- Questionnaire - key words and phrases 

Quantitative analysis ftom the questionnaire as reflected by the number of times a word or 
similar word was noted. Collectively the responses do not total 5 1 as many of the nurses used 
one or more answers to the question. 

Question # 1. Under what circurnstances do you l e m  best? 

Hands-on - 14 responses 
Consult with others - 12 responses 
Need the information - 9 responses 
Various approaches (visual, reading) - 7 responses 
Interest - 12 responses 
Environment (cornfort, tirne, quiet) - 16 responses 
Reflection, mentor, look-up, encouragement, repetition - 2 or less responses 

Question # 2. What value does learning hold for you? Please explain. 

High - 12 responses 
Learn as much as we can - 15 responses 
Persona1 worth (pride, integrity, appreciation, brain 'fit') - 22 responses 
Foundation of practice - 2 1 responses 
Continual learner - 5 responses 
Open to leaming - 3 responses 
Cope with change - 4 responses 

Question # 3. Who or what motivates you to learn? 

Opinions/actions of others - 1 7 responses 
Myself - 1 8 responses 
Being knowledgeable - 13 responses 
Comrnunity or environmental impact -1 0 responses 
Farnily - 4 responses 
Patients - 5 responses 
Job advancement -8 responses 
Employer, fear, Life, boredom - 1 each 

Question # 4. What personal outcornes make you feel satisfied with your learning experiences? 
Please explain. 

Personal satisfaction -1 3 responses 
h t  into practice - 16 responses 
Feeling of well-being -1 3 responses 
TeacW resource -12 responses 
Feeling of understanding - 4 responses 
New directiodnew creations - 6 responses 
Verbalize information - 5 responses 



8 Independence - 1 response 

Question # 5. What mategies (skills or  techniques) do you use to help you leam at your best? 

Reading - 13 responses 
Brainstomiing/discussion with others - 23 responses 
Workshops - 5 responses 
Repetition and reflection - 16 responses 
Quiet/sleep - 15 responses 
Flash cards - 4 responses 
Short bouts, physically fit - 2 or less responses 
Use information right away -1 1 responses 

Questions # 6. IdentiQ a positive expenence. Why was this positive for you? 

8 Relevant to practice - 15 responses 
Establish new practicdexperience - 24 responses 
Praise for job well done - 13 responses 
Good instructor - 4 responses 
Increased communication skills - 4 responses 
Geared to adult leamer - 2 responses 
Mastery - 3 responses 

Question # 7. What factors tend to interfere with your learning? 

Stress - 7 responses 
Workload - 8 responses 
Family - 4 responses 
Dull, boring presentation - 10 responses 
No relevancy - 8 responses 
Interruptions - 1 1 responses 
Poor environment - 16 responses 
Personal things - 7 responses 
Physical - 6 responses 
Shift work - 5 responses 
LeveI of learning too high - 8 responses 
Lecture ody - 4 responses 

Question # 8. What role does learning play in this stage in your career? 

Keep current - 9 responses 
Move ahead or change - 17 responses 
Different perspectives - 8 responses 
Cornes second - 4 responses 
Choose to learn, not career related - 23 responses 



Question # 9. How do the South Fraser Valley Health Region's professional learning 
opportunit ies meet with your learning needs? Please explain. 

What opportunities?! - 25 responses 
Forced to be self-directed (seek out own learning) - 11 responses 
Unsure - 9 responses 
Not enough spaces, t h e ,  days paid - 15 responses 
Poor advertising (don3 know) - 4 responses 
No rewards (dollars or praise) - 3 responses 
Good with some things (cornputer course) - 6 responses 

Question # 10. What role does leamhg play in your life in generd now? Kas it changed? Please 
provide some examples. 

Career - 13 responses 
Personal (" for the joy of it") - 3 1 responses 
Less driven - 3 responses 
No interest - 4 responses 

Question # 1 1. In your workplace what would you like to do differently that would help you 
leam and why? 

Workplace time - 12 responses 
Education leave - 4 responses 
Regular workshops specific to area of work - 1 9 responses 
Ok and self-directed - 6 responses 
Mentoring - 5 responses 
Team learning - 2 responses 
Joumals, A-V equipment available, drop-in classes, fairer distribution, 'be a student,' 
'become a teaching organization. ' - 1 response 
More dollars for education - 7 responses 
More acknowledgement nom management - 2 responses 



Questionnaire - Thematic key words and phrases 

The individual responses were categorized under themes that emerged fkom the data. The 
responses were not tabulated. 

Question # 1 

Method of leaniing: 

Video, observation, practical, see and do, demonstration/participation, probkm so ive, lookup, 
consult with, repetition, notes, groups, application, lecture, listening, coderences, reflect, 
discussion with others, varïety, classroorn, structure 

At mosp here: 

Quiet, time, money, relaxed, morning, decreased noise, home, decreased stress, welcoming, 
calm, short time fiame 

Use in the future, challenges, pertinent, necessary, something 1 wish to learn, efficiency, relevant, 
need, motivated, not at the last moment, applicable, short-tem long-term, desire, keeping up, 
different areas 

Question # 2 

Competency : 

Important for learning, hospital leaniing, able to do better job, accompiishrnent, mua-do, hands- 
on practice, keeping abreast, capable, personal development, increased interest in profession, 
heipful to clients, increased communication, foundation of practice, better patient care, increased 
knowledge, 

Interest: 

Continue to leam through lifetime, not taken away, valued by peers, appreciate more, be open to 
learning new things, anything that interests me, inquiring mind, confidence, not over others more 
spiritual, expand my mind, formal and uiformal, believe, life-long7 as much as possible, 

Challenge: 

Competence, stimulation to fùrther study, brain fit, should do, more rounded, more knowledge, 
opens doors, confidence, choiced fieedom, growth as a person, think more clearly to evaluate 
more eficiently, prepared to do research, opens the mind, teach others, don? do well with 



boredom or lack of learning, never stops, helps me wpe with change, keeps on toes to motivate 
to leam, impehis for learning, if stop leaniing stop life, never totally accomplished, always 
different perspectives and ways to do things, 

Importance: 

Satisfaction, power, growth and development, choice of mine not for job, not becurne stagnant 
l ads  to negative impact, fitness for body, better myself, 1 own, exciting, way of life, if could 
f iord  would leam forever, pride, increased self-esteem, feel Young, increased confidence, high 
value, opportunities, discuss in groups, 

Question # 3 

Knowledge: 

Gaps create interest, CO-workers need information fiom me now so need to learn, better able to 
help patients, desire for more kmowledge, be better, my need to know safely and well, life is a 
ladder built up of experiences, leaming = success and application, gain recognition, improve 
quality of life for patients, keep abreast, be informed, job rationale for leaming, challenge to my 
knowledge, life expenences, know how something works l ads  to more questions, 
insecuritiedfears, best practice, progress, need to be on leading edge, encouraged by visionary 
leadership, good performance, interested people, sense of accomplishment, pertinent to work, 

Support: 

Encouragement fiom supervisors, more knowledgeable nurses, CO-workers share knowledge, 
interested persons, nurses in expanded role who have sound knowledge base, othen working to 
same goals, peers, role models, mentor who is accomplished, openness of others, opinions of 
others, excited people, getting paid, 

Process: 

Dynamic speaker, offenngs that interest me, new job oppomuiities, new techniques, curiousity 

Person: 

Myself, co-workers, persona1 desire, family, highly-motivated goal-achiever, driven, persona1 
satisfaction, patients, past role models, imer drive, children, husband with degree, mentor, like to 
be in the role of the expert, 

Question # 4 

Persona1 reflection: 
Confidence, increased self-esteem, not wasted time and money, practicai, that someone can l e m  
fiom me, express4 appreciation fiom others, accomplishment of goals, feedback fiom tutors, 
imer satisfaction Eom new concepts, improve my understanding of others perspectives, specific 
outcome to specific problem, completion, recognition, accepted responsibility, function at a 



higher level, gain insights into my behaviouf, d e  use of what learned, make a difference, 
positive influence on others, I can do it, success, decreased stress, sornething new, cornfortable 
with new stufF, put into practice, marks, comrnents, engage in conversations with others, 
verbdize information, reduced reliance on others 

Patients: 

Satisfied, correct patient assessment, help, see patients improve with better quality of life, more 
informative approach to m e ,  teach patients, patient understands 

Job: 

hcreased job satisfaction, practical things, good job, staff  have acted on advice, teach other staff, 
apply to real life, satisfied with new career, work with teams, understanding different units, new 
applications, keeping up with professional responsibifity, others l e m  from me, rneaningful 
action something so share, up-to-date information for job 

Question # 5 

Environment: 

Frequent breaks, intensive tirne, quiet tidy area, my desk, specific t h e  of day, take advantage of 
opportunity, decreased stress, classical music with candles, 

Type: 

Reading material, make notes, group, research, repetition, workshops, videos, observation then 
hands-on, question and answer, discussion, listening, lecture, cornputer, condensed notes, jot 
d o m  - review later, technical, hands-on, word association, executive surnrnarîes? speed reading, 
flow charts, visuals, 

Others: 

Collaborate with others, sounding board, peer advisors, talk with others, networking, bounce 
ideas off others, others to quiz me, 

Personal: 

Push out of cornfort zone, integrate new with old, mentally fit, good sleep, search for 
opportunities, under pressure, thinkheflect, try it, not assurning, recognize gaps in leaming, 
deadline to meet, out loud to remember details later, zone of proximal leaming (Vygotzsky), 
attend everything, reflect on improvements 

Question # 6 

Personal: 



C-8 
Successful results, positive feedback, mastery of information, input was made to feel valuable, 
not put d o m  even if different than others, learning something new after 1 5 years in CCU, 
positive in mastety d e r  knowing nothing before, cornfortable with devices, share with CO- 

workers, did well in RNABC exarns after refiesher course, hear other points of view (eye- 
opener), given pointers in positive fishion, being allowed to help with support of others, tied 
together new with old, -fi+ interaction (adult learner), balance, sharing with others, opens 
yourself to other experiences, emphasïzed my own learning, management role with increased 
responsibilities, increased skills, problem solving to better way, learned £tom revisions of paper, 
resource to others, having choice in seminars, exercise autonomy, did it (don't want to be left 
behind), recognized 'heart' of others, understand limitations, took time tu show me 

Work: 

Applicable to worlg needed for work and life in generd, relevant to practice, team-building, 
communication and teach others at work, help patient through procedure, new procedure that I'd 
never done (IV), patient can make decisions = consistency, nurse in new ara, decreased patient 
anxiety, crisis lead to increased research lead to patient advocacy lead to confidence, understand 
others' jobs 

Question # 7 

Environment: 

Language, decreased capacity to leadunderstand, work schedules, time, money, boredom with 
topic, lack of personal attention, class too big, interruptions, hungry, supenor attitude of 
instructor, not applicable to job, too rnuch detail, too little newness, lack of discussion, decreased 
interest by instmctor, poor facilitator, if hands-on not used with written instmctions, too much 
group work, poor objectives, too technical, time between instruction and leaming too long, too 
many questions not enough teaching 

Personal: 

Stress, problems of my own, tiredness, lack of encouragement, lack of interest, too many patient 
concems, hostile, negativism, low on seniority l i ~  lack of reason, lack of motivation, decreased 
patience, lack of auditory learning, input overload fiom no knowledge base, 

Question # 8 

Career related: 

Teaching, critical for specialty, keep up with new technologies, advancement to specialty, keeps 
career more diversified, job = role, learning inservices necessary, increased skills with job, 
mandatory now, new job means learning new things, competency, leam as 1 teach, integration 
and computerization, closed re: leaming = closed re: professionalism, still forming knowledge 
base, currency, help with transition, change in career, on the job learning, 'the Iittle things' on 
the job, want to change area of work, more money = more education = more nurses, fùnctional at 
computer, maintaining and updating =better patient care, 



C-9 
Personal: 

Spend one quarter time learning, challenge, important, not stagnate, ongoing to keep up, feel like 
1 am keeping up, rnind stirnulated, sadly not enough, don't need to learn to feel good about my 
job, continuous, a degree, standards of practice, cornes second because of finances, spend lots of 
time learning, choose to lem as more time, the job has nothing to do with my leaniing, informa1 
leamhg has more emphasiq opens mind, keep at it, see positive change, change is constant - 
must be up-to-date, adaptive, always leaming, new beliefs, mentoring, enjoyment, not interested 
in new career, no help f?om employer, 

Question # 9 

Good support: 

Moderate support, included in teams and task forces, many oppominities, courses good, Iibrary 
database, cornputer courses good, have been granted if interested, good but no money, courses fit 
with my ara  of work, 

Poor oppomuiities (6 nurses did not answer this question): 

Need to be more readily advertised, need more available, not well at this point, same old s tuc  
minimal, zero, can't get into any courses, unsupportive/unyielding, no education days, process 
hstrating, 1 don't know, not convenient, no money to pay for, not a leaming environment, 
nothing outside LMH, need more opportunities, need to l e m  and eam at same time, not 
convenient, WHAT OPPORTUNITES, not helpful, not walking the talk, no budget, not enough, 
no special education for specialities, some education useless, not regular, fight for courses, no 
oppominities, don't know, don? understand the region, not accessed if there are courses, no time 
off, need to replace on own, worksite = leaming, need so that we can repatriate fiom city, very 
hstrating, 

Consequences of perceived lack of support and opportunities: 

Self-directed learner, search and do rnyself, doing on own, lots of informal learning, go outside 

Question # 10 

Career related: 

Better patient care, leaming about nursing not appreciated, keep up to date, different job = 
happier, better able to handle emergencies, many new things in region, course access 

Life related: 

Technology in general, more peripheralAess driven, pleasure, stimulation, always be a factor, 
very important + self-directed, dail y occurrence, balance, expanded roldpersonal li fe, better 
problem solver, get excited and learning from others' experiences, new technologies in sports, 



non-professional role, broader informal learning, degree = t h e  = unsure, aiways but in shorter 
intervals, new things, harder to learn as ageing, activity learning, wmes second, different aspects 
of people, dflerent not as concentrated, leam better copkg skills, non-career team-building, 
more courses for interest now (sewing, gardening), always, daily, importa* reading always, as 
needed now, for the 'joy ofit,' each experience equals leaniing, practical not book hobby, need 
to l e m  lots of little things, who 1 am, learning is the goaV degree is the icing, personal 
fulfilment, more to life, more selective about learning, 1 control the learning, leadership role, 
ongoing review, changing but leaming, 

Question # 11 

Broad range of expressions directly applicable to the worksite: 

More time, more money, more education days, time to think and reflect, time to discuss, videos 
and cassettes on fl oors for shifi workers, team work, try to be innovative, more appreciation from 
management, more encouragement, emphasis on nurses' wellness as ageing, less emphasis on 
budget, no change, not at lunch, credits offered for courses, specific education days that must be 
taken, more opportunity to learn instead of fighting &es, more hands-on time, mentoring with 
expenenced nurses for newer s t a  clinicians, reguiar workshops in area of work, workshops by 
MDs, better access to regional fùnding, invited to grand rounds, reflection time, be 'a student' of 
an expert, group work for nurses -- nurses present - paid for, replacement to attend courses, 
dropin classes, more journals, scheduled mandatory sessions to create learning organization, 
LMH become a teaching organization that way we al1 leam, more fairer distribution of regional 
courses, 
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APPENDIX D-Focus group key words and phrases 

Focus group quotations for the three questions. 

Question # 1. What ways can nurses collaborate with each other and share learning 

meeting to show, photowpy readings, discuss exarns, questions 
encouraghpport each other 
those who are in school - talk about it 
not feel threatened by each other 
becoming resource people 
discussions on patient's diagnoses, delving into cause and treatment, and effect -) looking 
into books 
debnefing 
short education informal sessions like the old days 
leaniing to 'share' leaming 
ask questions, lose ego 
challenge practice, encourage reflection 
talk with each other, share your knowledge fkorn your experïence 
promote any articles that you rnay have read that may be interesting to your peers 
share learning-permission to ask any question - even 'stupid' 
s howing new technologies 
communication book 
informal 
reading i d 0  
study groups, coff'ee and lunch 
expert nurses 
sharing of leaniing exposes more to new lmowledge 
at coffee and lunch breaks - informal 
sta f f  meetings 
peers own experiences 
fist eliminating the defensiveness around nurses rehiming to school, 
continuing education 
help to reduce the stigrna around 'degree' nurses 
recognize the value of experienced senior nurses 
get off the 'bitch' wagon and communkate 
need to remember why we went into nursing and who we are there for 
learning environment + safe, share feelings about observations, mentoring 
willing to challenge the status quo 
Ieaniing culture is very specific to specific nurses who can help 
debriefing situations + cuddling in the corner, ferninine oriented 
take some responsibility dong the way with 2-way Street fkom nurses 
pamphlets for staffthat everyone has access to 
nurses attending courses have to corne back and share learning 
groups of people work on things together 
positive feedback 'no one-upmanship' 
work as role mode1 
continue to offer positive support 



- fiequent meetings with positive reinforcement 
- 'expert nurses' = positive 
- one-to-one discussion 
- 'showing' new technology 
- informa1 meetings, weekend dates 

Question # 2. How do you see the relationship between learning and your career as a nurse? 
opens new opportunities 
improve relationship with patient 
increases credibility 
increases curiosity 
knowledge deficit will be an incentive 
learning in a nursing career is essentiai to maintain standards. Technology is always changing 
and nurses must remain cument 
is a necessity 
needs to be ongoing, everyday, and needs to be the informal and formal in order to  succeed 
and be satisfied in my career 
as medicine and nursing are constantly growing and changing, it is impossible not to 
continue learning as you work and continue to demonstnite skills. Each time one learns 
sornething it restimulates you to leam more 
in order to maintain Our knowledge of current issues and practices in nursing. If you don't, 
how can you progress to be a competent professional. 
leaming is an important factor in nursing as a career - the profession calls for a level of 
competency that only can be met by continuing education 
knowiedge is power 
the need to l e m  is in us all, as learning and curiousity are the same 
nurses need to continually increase learning to teach society how to adjust in a cornmunity 
advancement through knowledge, recognize experience as knowledge 
accept and be open to leaniing 
use language that works 
rnake it personal + better nurse 
RNABC standards 
learning and nursing is like trying to separate theory and practice 
nursing and leaniing are inseparable 
job security 

Question # 3. How c m  the region demonstrate their comrnitment to promoting professional 
leaming? 

in general leaming culture is not well-supported 
secure enough to promote positives of ieaniing within negative environment 
offer incentives 
offer courses locally - encourage programs to be brought to the valley 
workshops, funding 
rescheduling work shifts to accommodate courses and workshops 
region could organize and promote and fùnd educational inservices. Funding couid consist of 
time as well as registration. Should be on a shared basis to allow for more to attend. 
making courses more accessible in price or by providing more education hnds for staff to 
participate in courses 



cover cost of workshops 
have more of the managers and directors aware and informed of the process. It is often the 
system that prohibits nurses from accessing workshops 
regiodhospitalhnit managers should promote leaming - managers should demonstrate how 
they are learning and how they value leamkg 
publicizing any and al1 education progradsituations offered both within and without the 
region. Nurse managers must be proactive in doing this - encouraged by the region. 
Monies, of course, must be available for courses - now fiequently denied 
offer twice-a year workshops 
offer full-day workshops at teast once a year specific to area of work 
offer incentives for attending workshops and conferences out of the region 
LMH and SFVHR opportunities are increasing some but the region should somehow find a 
way to let the health professionals know what is available 
'Professional Develo pment Days ' pro-D) Iike the teachers 
funding for education 
more support staffclinicians 
written information within the hospital 
guest speakers in LMH 
financial coverage 
supporting nurses returning to school to continue education - gants, loans 
recognizing specialties 
sponsor nurses 
written memos to acknowledge leaniing 
closer to us 
fun with recognition 
'practice in action' 
resource nurses 
create and support leaming environment 
take the threat out of learning 
procedure manuai too complicated - make things simpler - hands on better 
create trusting environment - better to ask a dumb question 
need cornfort level 
I have never heard of the new booklet 'Leadership and Leaming' guide 
use MOX mail more often, networking 
region needs to be fair to ail areas of the regions, systems 'sucks' 
rotated regional educational prograrns - road show concept 
promote positive work environment 
recognition would go a long way to show support of leaming 
'value me' 
make it safe to learn and have the Beedom to fail - learn 
become 'learning organization' 
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1 RECENT REPORTS 

INTENTIONAL CHANGES AND SELF-PLAPINED LEARNfNG PROJECTS 

Compiled by Allen Tough 
Department of Adult Educat f on 

Ontario Institute for S t u d i e s  in Education 
252  Bloor Street West 

Toronto, Ontario, Canada, MSS lV6 

Three of my books  ( l i s t e d  i n  the next t k o o  paragxaphs) 
provide comprehensLve bibliographies of reports on intentional 
changes and self-planned learning projects. 

1. The most recent publfshed bibliography is contained in my - - 
Intentional ~hanqes: A F r e s h  ~ ~ p r o a c h  to Hel~inq Adults 
Chanqe . Chicago : Follett, 1982. Out of p r i n t  but 
available i n  libraries. Or 1 will send you a clear unbound 
copy postpaid i f  you send m e  a cheque for  $ 2 0 . 0 0  (U. S .  o r  
Canadian). 

2. A comprehensive bibliography on highly fntentional learning 
projects, particulas ly self nplanned learning efforts, is 
contained in my The ~dult's Learninq Projects: A F r e s h  
Approach to Theorv and Practice in Adult Learninq (2nd 
edition, 1979). Available as number 2029355  from Books on 
Demand, University Mictofihs Intemational, 300  North Zeeb 
Road, Ann Arbor, MI 4 8 1 0 6 ,  U. S .  A. Alternatfvely, a clear 
unbound copy is available postpaid if you send me a cheque 
for $SO.OO-(U. S. or Canadian). 

3 .  An earlier bibliography Ls provided  by m y  1967  L e a r n i n q  
Without-"a Teacher. It was reissued Ln fa11 1981 with a 
separate bibliography of reports from 1977 to 1981: this 
bibliography 1s reproduced below. The 1 9 8 1  edition 1s 
available from Books on Demand (address  in prevfous 
paragraph) as number 2030095-00067 .  

The interview schedule for studyinq b a s i c  characteristics of 
learninq profects (1970: revised 1975) is available as ERIC 
document number ED 199 398. The interview schedule for studying 
intentional chanqes is available in my Intentional Chancres book 
(1982) or from me. 

Some recent reports on intentional changes and learning 
projects (especially self-planned) were not included in the books 
described above. They are listed below. This list inc ludes  
dissertations, theses, and published papers  and books. No doubt 
there are other relevant items that 1 have not  heard about. They 
might be found throuqh Dlssertatlon Abstracts International and 
the various bibllographlc tools for findlng journal articles and 
books. Do let me know of anythinq you find or produce so t h a t  1 
can add it to my n e x t  biblioqraphy. Thank you. 
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HcLaren, John Alexander. Relationships Between Ego 
Development Level and Major Learning Efforts . Doctoral 
Dissertation, University of Toronto (OISE), 1985- 

Rolbin, Sharon. The Hystical Quest: Experiences, Goals, 
Changes, and Froblems . Doctoral Dissertation, 
University of Toronto (OISE), 1985. 

Jacob Schneid did  a ~ o c t o s a l  Dissertation at the University 
of T o r o n t o  (OISE) azound 1985 on Intentional Career 
Change. 
* 

Smith, Donald E .  1 ntentional M i d - L i f  e Career Changes 
Doctoral Dissertation, University of Toronto (OISE), 
1 9 8 4 .  - - -  - .  

Doug Scott d i d  a Doctozal Dissertation at the University of 
Toronto (OISE) around 1985 on The Impact of a Workshop 
Deslgned to Help People Develop a Learning Plan. 



Sheckley, Barry George. A d u L t  Learning as a Function of 
Temperament, Sgo Haturity and Pezceived Locus of 
Contra1 : How Individual DLfferences Affect Adult 
Leazning Projects. Doctoral Dissertation, University 
of Connecticut, L983. 

Gitterman, Gai1 E. Mentors in Nursing. A .  Thesis, 
University of Toronto (OISE), 1 9 8 6 .  

Claudia Danis and Nicole Tremblay at the Univexs i ty  of 
Hontreal have u r i t t e n  a great deal on Self -Directcd 
Learning, some in English and s r l m e  in ~ r ' k n c h .  

Naughton, Hichael James. The Deterrninants of Successf ul 
Self -Directed Prof essional Development Stzategies of 
Exemplary Profess i o n a l  Nurses  and D e n t  Fsts . Doctoral 
Dissertation, University of Washington, 1980. 

Roger Hiemstra has several workshop reports and papers In  
the  ERIC System on Implications and Policy 
Recomniendations Related t o  Self -Directed Adul t  
Learning. 

Estrin, Harriet R. Life Satisfaction and Participation in 
Learninq Activities Amonq Widows. Doctoral 
Dissertation, Syracuse University, 1985. 

Hason,  Glenn Edward. Self-Directed Learning of Social 
Workers in an Organizational C o n t e x t .  Doctoral 
Dissertation, Fielding I n s t  itute, 1983. 

Skager, R. (Editor). Organizinq Schools t o  Encourage S e l f -  
Direction i n  Learners. Perqamon, 1 9 8 5 .  

Knowles, HalcoIm and Associates. Andraqogy in Action: 
Applyinq Modern Princfples of Adul t  Learninq. San 
Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1 9 8 4 .  

Addleton, Robert Lee. Self-Directed Learning Projects of 
Continuing Educators  in Selected Alabama Four- Year 
Colleges and Universittes. Doctoral Dissertation, 
Udversi ty  of Alabama, 1 9 8 4  . 

Miller,  W a l t e r  James. Self-DLrected Learninq: A case 
Study. Doctoral Dissertation, North Carolina S t a t e  
UnfversLty a t  Raleigh, 1 9 8 0 .  

Brilllnqer, Margaret E. Individualsg Intentional Changes 
Related to Harriaqe. Doctoral Dissertation, University 
of Toton to  (OISE), 1983. 



George Ambury s t u d i e d  the Learning Projects of Male 
Prisoners in a Penitentiary for a Doctoral Dissertation 
at the University of Toronto (OISE) a r o u n d  1 9 8 4 .  

Lendvoy, Harry. Reasons for Running: An Investtgation o f  
Intent lonal  Change ln Exerclse Behaviour . Doctoral 
Dissertation, University o f  British Columbia, 1 9 8 4 .  

Hany papers over the years at the Adult Educatlon Research 
Conf erence ( see the  Annual Proceedings ) are r e l e v a n t .  

Brookf i e l d ,  S t e p h e n .  Adult Learners, A d u L t  Educat Lon and 
the Communlty. New York : Teachers Colleqe Press, 
1 9 8 4 .  

Hudson, Dorothy. A S t u d y  o f  t h e  Ind iv idua l  Learninq 
Projects o f  Primary Care GLvers of Persons  vith 
Alzheimer's Disease . Masters T h e s i s ,  Colleqe of 
Education, Univers Fty o f  S a s k a t c h e w a n ,  1 9 8 4 .  

S a w a t z k y ,  Joan E. . Job-Related Learning Projects of First- 
Year Practitioners of Nursing. Hasters Thes i s ,  CoLleqe 
of Education, University of Saskatchewan, 1 9 8 4 .  

Richards, Robert K. P h y s i c i a n s '  Self-Dlrected Learning: A 
N e w  Perspective f o r  ~ontinulng Medical Education. 
HOBIUS, 6 ( 2 1 ,  A p r l l  1986 and t h e  next t w o  i s s u e s .  

K e l l e h e r ,  David, Peter Finestone  and Alex Lowy, Hanagerial 
Learning: First Notes from an Unstudted F r o n t i e r .  
Group and Organization Studies, 11 ( 3 1, September 1986, 
169 - 2 0 2 .  

A l 1  of the above vas compiled and updated lebmary 1989. 
The folloving i t ems  w e r e  added Jaauary 1992: 

Allen Tough. Crucial Questions About the Future. Lanham, 
MD; Univprsity Press of America, 1991. 

Ruey 8 .  Long & Terrence R. Redding. Self-Oirected tearning 
Dissertation Abstracts 1966-1991. ~klahoma Researeh Center 
for Continuing Professional and Higher Education. 

Gary J .  Confessore a Sharon J. Confessore (Eds.). Guideposts 
to Self-Directed Learning: Expert Commentaty on- Essent ia i  
Concepts. (Poseword by A l l e n  Tough) Scheduled for publication 
in 1992 by Organization Design and Development (King of 
Prussia, P A ) .  
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Mission, Vision, Values Statements 

And Strategic Initiatives for Human Resources 



LANGLEY M E M O R I '  HOSPITAL 



Hospital Administrative Poticy Manuai A C  Hospital Org-tion 

LANGLEY MEMORlAL HOSPITAL 



AC= H~~@ca l  O~panizatidn 

AC0300 - HOSPITAL VALUES 

U G L E ï  MEMOMAL HOSPITAL 



AR: Hunan Rcsourccs 

AR0300 - EDZfCATION SPONSORSHIP 

Langley Mernorial Hospital shall sponsor educational activiaes for employees based on 
the foUowing cntcria: 

Educauonai fuoding for individuais panïcipathg in educauonai activities is 
&tcrmiotd jointiy by rhe Department Hud and tbe C o o n i i r . ~ ~  of Educztion aod 
Deve1oprncm. The dccision is made on a prrdcrermiaed oetds bascd appmach. 
E d d o n a l  acrivities ùriude ail of the following: 

- Seniinats 
- Conferences 
- Workshops 
- Extended educauonal courses 

Funding may range from full sponsorship to shvcd or declincd spoosorship. 
Saiary and t h e  off allocation is in kceping with the Collective Agrrnnenrs. 

AU edufaeonal M i n g  quests  are methodicaiiy rcviewed. Pnoriry is given to 
thoa ducationai activities U t  arc essentiil in order to do rhe job. andlor 
ncccssary to addrcss incrcastd technoiogies. Additionai approvai critcna are 
addrcssed beiow . 

Fuli-time and rrguiar part-time employets art given p r i m e  over canial staff- 

* An employee is not eiigible for educational subsidies during their probaeoaary 
penod exccpt in extenuating circumsmnas. 

Educational dollar allocation is fairiy shared throughout the ofganization to 
inciudc ai l  horisontal and venical leveis. This fluctuates wirh the chpnguig 
dcmPods on various departmim and the organizational stmugic plan and 
direction. 

The Hospital may require an employmcnt cornmitment for sponsoahip -ter 
tban51.500. This K idenaf~cd at rhe riw of approvai. 

Employees who have been funded panially or entirciy for an educationai acriviry 
arc rcquired to submit a WTinen teport to the Coordinator of Education and 
Developmenr anci to tkir direct supervisor. Th employee may be re~ucsted to 
present a synopsis of the program at a meeting of CO-workers and/or individuals 
within the organization that might benefit From the sharing of the knowiedge 
obtained . 



Hospitai AdmUiistrarive PoIicy Manuai AR: Human Resourccs 

The Educauon and Deveiopment Deparrmcnt shail maintain an up-to-date record 
of: 

- Ai1 approvais. rejections and the rationaie for the decisions 

- Costs by depanment in relation to budget 

- Total conference cons vs. Hospical sponssrship vs. individual and other 
spo-=hip 

- Individual educational staff profrlcs wili bc mamamd 
. - 

as an up-to-date 
record of ail empioyce education and participation in professional 
development. 

- Priorities of the organization - klationship to strategic p h  
organizationai goab, anci objectives 

- Pnorities of the deparancnt - idcnrificd educationai nceds 
- Job skiU developmenr 

- Individuai participation - Aatndancc at internai and extcrnai 
programs on own initiative. 

- Employcc cornmitment as revdcd 
by thtir co&bution in the 
of costs towards this partidar 
initiative 

- Avaiiability of a similar expcrienct at a 1-r wst 

- Numbcr of other individuds who arc rrgucsting to attend the same activity 

- tocarion of the activiry - local vs. out-of-proviact/country 



Hospitai Admininrative Policy Muluai AR: Human Rcsourccs 

- Carur dcveloprntnr/advancement witbin the Hospital 

- Formal cenificd ducation program vs. non-tecognized pmgram 

O AU funcüng rtqucsts of m u r  that $1,500 rupi re tht finai approval and 
signature of tht -idem and CEO. 

Empioyecs who rtccived sponsorship and wert not successful in cornpiethg a 
program or did mt aacod tht confcrcncc/workshop mut reirnburse all funding 
rectived. 

3.1 AU Staff 

In advance of the educationai activity, by a minimum of 10 worlring 
days or prior to the tarly discom datc, submit a Conruurùzg Eiumion 
Spomorsh@ R c q m  fom with thc C o n f ~ o r L s h a p  brochurr 
information aaachcd, to your direct supervisor- 

Record relevant ranarks, recommcndations, and the decision to 

sponsor or dcny the hqutst on the Request fom and forward the form 
to the Coordinator of Education anci Deveiopment. 

Note: Nursing Supervisors forward the E d u h o n  Requcsî Form to 
tht Staffing Coordinator to ;.iitiate the stafhg replacement 



3.3 Coordinator of Education And Devdopment 

Process the R e q m  form and indicate approval or rejection of the 

ftq-- 

Advise the SuptNisor and the wployee in whing on a Conrùuu'ng 
M o n  Sponsonhyl Ruponse Fonn as to whcthcr thc ahcation- 
funding rrqucst has ktn appmved or rejectcd. If appmvcd, i d u d c  
deta& of any ammgements that have bcen nradc ~uch as 
accommodation, mvel , etc. 



Area: LINKAGES/COMlMUNITY RELATIONS 

S t r r i t q g c ~  . - . .  - _. --. 
3-0 -eiop - - 

OttQtlLCl-m- 
a solid basc of support for 
r q  ~mioriai Hospital 
ovcr thewct~years  
and into tfmt fÙture. 

A c~mmtmicaîiions pian s h d d  be dereioped 
outiinjng the . specific . smrcgies and mies for the key 
groaps (-on, medicd sta& hospid sra& 
Foundation and voimtccrs). 

Ara:  RESOURCES: Human Resources 

skiil mix and abilities 
. 

4.4 ~amcipate rn p~blications, c o ~ c r c n ~ t 5 ,  torums and 
othcr venues so that t& of bngiey  
Mernorial Hospital can be demonstmtcd in a tangiile 

4-6 C o n t i n E ï d t h  and 
initiatives. 

ccy 



Area: RESOURCES: Physical Resources 
- - -*egic - & - --. PA.+-. - .  

6.0 10 metop aadmslmarn 
p h y s i c a t ~ ~  

ta ptovidc high 
q y m y  stmi#s to the 



AC: Hospital Organizaaon 

CO3W - HOSPITAL VALUES 

HOSPITAL VALUES 



Appendix G 

Leadership and Leaming Team Policies 



Section: 1 Policy Title: 1 
I 7-0 Leadership & Lmmhg 7- 1 Education & Lcaniing Opportunities I 

Education and ongoing Ieaming are essential to the maintenauce of excdence in 
patient/resident care AU ernployecs have an obligation to nmain m t  in their 
bowledge and skilfs. The South Fraser Heaith Region has a large investment in the s W  
and talent of its employees and is committed to the promotion of leaming opportunitics 
and the provision of educational activities to enhance the quality, effectveaess,and 
efficiency of the services provided. 

Date of Approvai: 

! 

The Region may provide opportunities for learning through: 

Number of Pages: 
2 - - L 

Employee orientation programs; 
Management and leadership training; 
Cornputer skills training; 
CIiniciâl skills training; 
Msndatory education programs; 
Prognmis in support of Regional initiatives; and 
0th programs as detennined to be rcquired for operatiod ppurposes or for the 
implementation of new technology. 

7.1.1.1 Internai & External Courses 

The Region will m a t  learning needs by organinng intemal courses, seminars 
and other leaming opportunitis as well as by providing support for attendance 
at externai cornes, conferences and workshops that are duectly relevant to 
staff ski11 and knowledge requirements. Individual departments will be 
responsible for sang costs associated with course attendance. 

7.1.1.2 Clnicai Programs 

Leadership and Leamhg shall provide planning and Regionai întegration 
support to the Health SeMce Areas through the Regional ~ d v i s o i ,  C ü n i d  
Prop~ams. The primary responsibility for the planning and delivcry of intemai 
dinical programs (Intravenous initiation, cardiac management, pain 



management, patient assessment, centrai lines, mock codes, neo-natal 
resuscitation, etc.) shalI remain with the HeaIth Service Area 

7.1.1.3 Non-clinical programs 

Leadership and Leaming sbail provide support for the planning? d&gn and 
delivery of non-clinical pro- through the Regiod Advisor, LeadeTShip 
& LemAg. There may be a single or s h e d  respwsibility for interna1 non- 
clinical programs (such as leadership skiIls, computa skius, diversity, 
htegration, @y, etc.) depending upon the content area, the need for 
involvement of other groups and the availability of qualified Uisauctors. 



Section: 
7.0 Leadership & L&g 

Policy Tifle: 
7.2 Sponsorship of External Education 

1 Date of Approvsl: 1 Numbe; of Pages: 

7.2.0 POLICY 

Recogninng that ongoing professional and skiils development is a shared responsibility 
betwecn the Region and the employee, the Region may provide financial sponsorship to 
attend extemal education activities and courses. Leaming opportunities eïigibie for 
consideraiion include conferences, seminars, workshops and extended educational 
courses. 

5 

Requesa for financiai assistance will k considered on a case by case b i s ,  sub~ect to 
budgctary restraints. Financial assistancc may inchde QUtion or rtgistration fa, travei, 
me& and accommdation. Education leave may be grantcd in accordance with the 
appropriate collective agremnent or policy. 

Sponsorship WU be considered for both employer- rcquested and cmployee-requested 
training and education opportunities. Employeeiequested applications must have the 
rrcommen&tion of the team ieadeddepartment maaagcr prior to consideration by 
Leadership and Learning. 

9.8.1 PROCEDURES 

9.8.1.1 For employez-requcstcd training the employee will submit a Request for 
Educational Sponsorship form to their manager at l e s t  four weeks prior to the 
session. 1x1 the case of employer-requested training the manager shaU initiate 
the request. Requests submitted after the four-week deadline may be 
considered if time ailows. 

9.8.1.2 The manager will initiate or review the application based on the cntena 
mentioned below, and their own departmental pnoritia, and forward the 
request, almg with relevant remarks and recommendations, to Leadership & 
Learning . 

9.8.1.3 The Regional Director, Leadership & Leaming will feview applications for a 
decision on funding. The funding granted may range from shared to fiill 
sponsorship or sponsorship may be declined if the request does n6t meet 
current pnorities and guidelines. 



Riorit- will be givm to leaming needs that are essential in order to do the job, 
or necessary to address increased technologies. Requests for financial 
assistance for learning opportunities outside of the b w e r  Mauiland will be 
considered ody in very exceptional cases. 

- - - Other criteria used for h d i n g  allocation are as follows. 

Course Content 

fit *th Regional priorities, strategic plans, organizational goals and 
objectives; 
relationship to idmtified learning needs of the team/department and the 
individual's job ski11 development; 
contribution to the individuah career development or advancement withia 
the Region; 5 

Employee EIigibiiïty 

full-tirne and regular part-tune employees are given priority; 
an employee is not eligible for educational sponsorship during their 
probationary period except in extenuihg circumstances; 
employee cornmitment as indicated by then contribution in sharing the 
costs of employee re~uested Iearning opportuoities; and 
the Region may require an employma d t m e n t  for spcmmd& 
greater than S 1,500. ?bis wifi be ide~1.tified at the t h e  of apprmd 

Budgetary Considerations 

number of other individuals who are requesting to attend the same activity, 
availability of a similar experience at a lesser cost; and 
availability of funding. 

The manager will be advised of approval or rejection and will notie the 
employee accordingly. 

If attendance and sponsorship are approved employees are responsible for 
making al1 arrangement for attending the session. Reimbursernent of 
authonzed expenses will be made after providing Leadership and Le-g 
with receipts for the expenses. 

AAer the session employees must submit a course evaluation form, along with 
a wnteen report to Leadership and Leamhg and to their team - 
leadeddepartment manager- Employees may also be required to present a 
synopsis of the program at a meeting or in-sesvice so that others can benefit 
finm sharing of the knowledge obtained. 



73.0 POLICY 

Section: 
7.0 Leadership & Leaming 

Date of Approval: 

Approval of staff attendance at interna1 educaiion program wili be the respoasibility of 
individual department/program managers. 

Policy Titie: 
7.3 Approval of Attendance at Intemai 

Education 
Number of Pages: 

7 . 1  PROCEDURE 

7.3.1.1 Leadership and Learning wiii distribute 
on a regular basis 

information on learning 

7.3.1 2 Managers will contact Leadership and Leaming 
program- 

73.13 If a participant has been registered but is not able to attend 

staff in a course or 

managers are 
rcqukd  to provide two days notice or to arrange attendance by a substitute. 



I Section: 
7.0 Leadership & Learning 

Policy Title: 
7.4 Orientation 

(Date of ~pproval:  1 Number of Pages: 

The orientation of new ernployees to the South Fraser Healtb Region is an important and 
integral part of the recruimient and retention process. It is virai to acquaint new 
employees with the environment in which they will work and to provide the tools and 
information necessary to facilitate their familiarization witfi the Region, Orientation is 
designed to play a positive role in assisting employees to become füliy productive as 
quickly as possible. 

5 

Orientation will be conducteci on a regular basis. New staff, staffwho are nhiming to the 
Region aAer a lengthy absence and stanwho have been t r a n s f d  to a new departnient 
or Health SeMce Area in the Region are requind to attend the appropriate levels of 
orientation. Volunteers, students, instructors and medical staf f  are also welcome- 

Employees will attend the orientation program on the date closest to the date of f i e -  
Exceptions are made only in the-case of iUness or actenuhg circumstances. In these 
cases, the employee shall be rescheduled for atteodance at the next adab le  orientation 
session. 

7.4.1 Levels of Orientation 

There are three levels of orientation provided for employees. 

7.4.1.1 Regional Orientation 

A mandatory Regional orientation program will be provided to welcome new 
ernployees and to equip them with general knowledge about: 

mission, vision, values and goals of the South Fraser Health Region 
Regional operating structure 
workplace health and safety 
diversity in the workplace 
Strategic HeaIth Initiatives 
Regional Policies and Procedures 



In addition to the Regional orientatioq most employees will attend a Heaith 
Service Area orientation. The purpose of this orientation is to: 

famiiiarize employees with the smrctural layout of the Health ~e&ice 
Area; 
provide infornation &out the emergency response systems within the 
workplace and provide &formation regarding the intemal and extemal 
disaster plan, 

7.4.13 Departmental Orientation 

In addition to Regional and health service area orientation, employees will 
attend a siteldqartment~program orientation. The purpose of these 
orientations is to: 

assist ernployees to becorne famiiiar with equipmenf techniques and work 
_ . methods specific to the department; 

acquaint the employee with the goals, objectives and performance 
expectations of the department/program; 
provide access to site/departmentlprogram policy and procedures man&; 
integrate the employee into the workplace and introduce them to 
coileagues; 
provide a t w l  to assess the irnrnediate and long-term learning needs of 
employee. 

7.4.3 PROCEDURE 

Regional Orientation 

7.4.3.1 Human Resources will inform new ernpioyees at the time of hire of the date, 
location and t h e  of the next Regional orientation program. 

7.4.3.2 Ernployees will be provided with a form to record their attendance at each 
level of orientation. When completed it will be retumed to Human Re~ource~ 
for inclusion in the employee file. 

7.4.3.3. Leadership and Leamhg will record attendance and inform appropriate 
managers of any empIoyees who were scheduled but did not attend. 

7.4.3.4 Departmental managers will foliow up to detexmine why an emplcyee did not 
attend and take appropriate action. 



Kealth Semce Area Orientation 

7.4.3.5 Each Health Service Area will be responsible to develop and irnplement an 
appropnate orientation. Primary responsibility witl reside with the Clinical 
Educator or designate. 

& - - 

7.4.3.6 The Human Resource Coordinator, Leadership and Learning will provide 
administrative support. 

Site/Department/Program Orientation 

7.4.3.7 Each manager/supervisor *Il be rrsponsible for the development and 
implementation of the site/departmental/program orientation for their atea 

7.4.3.8 Managers are responsible to ensure that their employees are oriented to the 
site/departmentfprogram. 

7.4.3.9 The manager accepting the transferred employee wili be responsible for 
registe~g and infonning a t r â n s f d  employee of the next scheduled 
site/department/program orientation. 



G-IO 

1 Seaion: 1 Policy Title: 1 

I 7.0 Leadership & Learning ( 7.5 Cornputer Skills Training I 

75.0 POLICY 

Date of Approval: 

In recognition of the expanding role of infornation techwlogy in the South Frasa H d t h  
Rcgion, Lcadersbip and Learning wii i  provide cornputer training courses that are open to ail 
employees of the Region. 

Number of Pages: 
1 - - - 

7.5.1 PROCEDURE 

7.5.1.1 N&ds identification for cornputer training wül be part of the ongoing laming 
needs 8SSeSSments undcrtakem by Leadership and Learning. A schedde of 
classes wiii be released on a reguiar basis and posted or communicated to each 
facility. 

7.5.1.2 With their manager's approval, participants will register through Leadership 
and Lcarning for the scheduled wmputcr wu~ses. 



Section: 
7.0 Leadership & Leaming 

Policy Title: 
7.6 Mandatory Education Programs 

7.6.0 POLICY 

Date of Approval: 

The South Fraser Health Region will provide appropriate mandatory educational pmgrams. 
There will be no charge to departments or participants for participaîïon in internai mandatory 
programs- 

Number of Pages: 
1 - - - 

7.6.1 PROCEDURE 

7.6.1.1 Leadership and Learning will schedule mandatory trauiing programs and tnck 
attendance. 

7.6.1.2 Department managers/team leaders wiïl be responsible for ensuring that 
employees attend the mandatory ducation programs requind for their staff. 



Section: 
7.0 Leadership & Leaming 

Policy Titie: 
7.7 Regional Library Services 

1 Date of Approval: ( ~ u i b e r  of piges: 1 

Library seMces are a p r h u y  Iearning resource for the Region and a fiindamentai 
component of the long-term strategy to develop the savices, ~CSOUIC~S and bfhstmcture 
to support the deveioprnent of the Region as a learnkig organization. 

A range of information SerYices arc provided to support the rcsearch, informatipn and 
learning needs of staff, phpicians, rcgistcred voluntecrs, Board mcmbers and, tg a more 
Iimited extcnf students throughout the South Fraser Health Region. Members of the 
pubiic may also request permission to use libiary materials. 

Leadership & Learning adminkter library resources on a Regionai basis. These resourccs 
are availabie on a 24hour basis for empIoytcs, medical staBF, vo1unteet~ and Board 
members. Reg* hours for library access an 0800 to 1700. Security c m  be contacted 
for after hours access. 

Pasms sïgning out Library mataials are ~g>onsible for the safê ntmn of the nubaial 
d wiii be rrsporisible for .ay nplacunmt or rrpair costs. AU mataials arc 
to be bomwed and used within eusting copyright laws and regulations. 

AL1 employes wiii receive a copy of the Regional Li'brary Services brochure at Regionai 
orientation. 

7.7.1 PROCEDURE 

7.7.1.1 'The Librarian will, by appointment, provide an in-person orientation to fibrary 
resources and services to employees and medicd staff as weU as a written 
guide to services. 

7.7.1.2 Materiais that are available for ioan can be taken out by completing a sigrmut 
card Reference materials may not be takem out of the library. Students, 
unaffilia@ heaith professionals and membm of the general public may use 
resourc& in the library but cannot sign out materials. 

- 
7.7.1.3 Inter-library loan requests will be submitted to Library Services. A source for 

materials will be detennined and the request submitted depaiding on cost and 
availabili ty. 



) Section: Policy Titie: 

7.8.0 POLICY 

7.0 Leadership & Learning 

Date of Approval: 

Audio-vkd equipment wiU be available to employexs, medicai -and Board 

7.8 Audio-visual Equipment Services 

Number of Pages: 

- - 
members for work purposes. Outside groups that are authorizd to use Regioiial meeting 
facilities may request audio-visuai bquipment at the time of th& m m  booling. 

If equiprnent is to be moved, it is the user's responsibility to arrange safe tran~partation. 
Equipment should never be lefi unattende. whai not in use it must be kept ha s d  
area 

The individual signing out the equipment is responsible for its safe nturn and may be 
liable for replacement or repair costs. 

Leadership and Learnhg wdl make available a seifkcrvice process for auciidvisuai 
duplication for educational purposes within the context of cxisting copyright laws and 
regulations. 

7.8.1.1 AU audio-visual and duplidon equipmmt mus t bc p b o o k e d  through the 
Human Res~urce Coordinator, Leadership and h m h g  or otha desigmtcd 
person. 

7.8.1.2 Users who require instruction in the use of equipmmt should arrange an 
orientation through the AV Technician or the Human Resource Coordinator, 
Leadership and Learning. 



Section: 
7.0 Leadership & Leaming 

The Region is commiaed to supporthg staff members undergoing the impacts of 
transition and change. CarCa couusclin& dudona l  coachhg and advisory Jance~ are 
available to ail employees in the Rcgim In addition to individual counseling and 
coaching, the Region will prcsent s m h r s ,  workshops and orhn learning oppoxtunitia 
and materiais to support staff membcrs in managing change in their workpIacs, 

Date of Approval: 

7.9.1.1 For access to these savices, employa will contact Leadership and Lmmhg. 

J 

Number of Pages: 
1 - -- 

7.9.1.2 WorMops and scmiriars wiii be advatised through course Cstendars and 
notices; staff membars may regiJta for thcse tfvough Leadership & Leatning. 
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Newspapers and memos from Job Action 
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Newspaper collage and memo from Job Action 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Tuesday, October 27,1998 957 AM 
HEAGC Members 
Nurses' Job Action - Update 8 Comment 

As of 4:00 pm, Odober 24,1998, the Nurses' job action has k e n  underway 
for three (3) hours. Their job adion, which cunsists of a ban on 
non-nursing duties, is having a different impact at each employer. In an 
effoR to assist you to manage the vanety of issues you may be facing, 
HEABC will provide, via e-mail, bnef hints and suggestions, This is the 
first of the e-rnaifs. Please let us know if this maierial is of assistance 
to you. 

We know that effective Monday, Odober 26, 1998, the Nurses' have indicated 
to several employers that study sessions wifl be undertaken. The Nurses' 
Bargaining Association has not indicated to HEABC that these sessions will 
be undertaken. We understand that these sessions will occur for about one 
(1) hour during the IuncNmeal period- Our recomrnendation for handfing 
these sessions is as follows: 

1. The Association has the right Po engage in study sessions. The 
Association has given notice of its intent to commence job adion and it has 
aded upon that notice. The study sessions are a f o m  of job action. 
2. Only the rnernbers of the Association (i-e., nurses) are entitled to 
leave their work area to attend the study sessions, Members of other unions 
not involved in the job action should not leave their work stations, 
3. If members of the Association leave their wo* station to attend the 
study session, they do so on an unpaid leave of absence. 
4. The Association must ensure that essential services staffing levels 
are maintained. The study sessions can not result in an undercutting of 
essential senrices staffing levels. 

In ternis of dealing with the ban on non-nursing duties, we have the 
following comments: 

1. Ensure you are utilizing the services of excluded managerslstaff to 
the reasonable extent possible. Excluded managersktaff should be a 
presence in the organization during the job action. 
2. Members of other unions not affected by the job adion should be 
perfoming normal and fuli duties. 
3. Employers should not pay (wages or in-charge premiums) for any time 
spent by mernbrs of the Association during study sessions, sit-ins, and 
pen'ods where their refusal to perfom non-nursing duües leaves them with 
no nursing duties to perform. 
4. I f  there are problems/issues at the local level,'employers should 
first attempt to discuss them with the Steward Co-ordinator at the 
organization before contading HEABC. 

Please let us know if you have any wmments on this metnad of communicating 
with you andfor if you have any issueskoncems you would Iike addresseci in 
a subsequent ernail. 

m 
Health Employers Association of British Columbia 




